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not to come. We valued
his candidacy highly.
Mike Strickland
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ITS VERN IMPORTANT TO
HAVE N'OVR Ci-IRST,MAS
LIST NOTARIZED..

17 shopping
days to Christmas

FOOD RECALL
WASHINGTON — Campbell
Soup Co. is voluntarily recalling four frozen dinner products and three kinds of
canned soup because some
may contain small pieces of
glass. Page 3

FORECAST
Tonight, increasing cloudiness
with a 30 percent chance of
rain toward morning. Low
around 30. Light southeast
wind. Wednesday, cloudy and
mild with showers likely. High
in the mid 40s. Chance of rain
60 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.2, -0.4; below 305.9, -1.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.3, -0.3; below 308.0, -3.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m Monday Friday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

AsmeeMted Prom Writer

MOGADISHU, Somalia —
Hours before the expected landing of the Marines, Somalia's
chief warlord today urged his followers to keep their gun-mounted
vehicles away from the port and
airport to avoid clashes with U.S.
forces.
Mohamed Farrah Aidid,
responding to an appeal from
U.S. envoy Robert Oakley, said
his forces welcomed the U.S.
troops that were to begin arriving
at dawn Wednesday to hasten a
relief mission to feed starving
Somalis.
Oakley later met with Aidid's
chief rival, Ali Mahdi Mohamed,
and said the two leaders had
promised to cooperate with the
Marines and were broadcasting
instructions to their fighters over
radio stations.
Both warlords, Oakley said,
"acknowledge that neither one
totally controls the situation."
Mogadishu is a city in which
bands of teen-age gunmen roam
the streets in so-called technicals
— a variety of makeshift military
vehicles armed with machine
guns, rocket launchers and
cannons.
Some are hired by merchants
to loot aid shipments for resale in
Mogadishu's markets and owe no
DANIEL T PARKER/LeOge, & T mes pho'o
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fire, believed to have been started by hot grease from cooking
morning on Locust Drive near East Calloway Elementary School. The
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who had only recently purchased the trailer, said he had no insuran
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bacon, claimed all the possessions of the trailer's residents. Lusk,
(See report, page 2)
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By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & fleas Stall Writer

Even though only about 20
percent of the money needed to
buy toys for the children signed
up in the Murray Fire Department's Christmas for Children
toy drive has been raised, organizers remain confident that the
community will come through.
"People always wait until the
very last. It seems like it comes
on all of a sudden. We start our

program so early that people
aren't really in the spirit. I
always get nervous because you
don't know what will happen, but
worrying does no good — we'll
take care of it," said Murray fire
Chief Pat Scott.
Scott said he gets concerned
because children sign up while
money is still being collected, a
practice that may need to be
changed in the future.
"We may need to start collecting earlier, but there are always a

lot of good groups that support us
every year," he said.
The number of children registered for the program is down
this year, which Scott said may
be a sign the economy is
improving.
"We've had approximately 350
sign up, which is about 120 less
than the total that registered last
year, so that tells me the economy is better, although we're
still taking applications," he said.
For the first time this year, an

MRS academic team falls to Graves
After a hard-fought battle, the
Murray High School academic
team fell to Graves County Monday in the championship round of
the Western Kentucky Academic
Bowl held at the Paducah Area
Vocational School.
The Graves County team won
32 to 16.
The four-member teams had
five seconds to answer questions
on a variety of subjects, including
history, science, math and social
studies.
Sponsored by the Western

Kentucky Academic Consortium,
competition began three months
ago with 16 high schools seeking
four district tides.
The Murray team made it to
the final round by defeating
Heath High School 31-28. Graves
County defeated Hickman County
35-15 to make it to the championship round.
The Murray High team members include starters Shawn Kellie, Belinda Lockhart, Sam Green
and Christopher Fuhrmann. Other
team members are Dennis Whit-
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taker, Chris Burgess and Kesia
Bennett.
The four district-champion
teams each won consortium scholarships for their schools. The
actual amount of the scholarships
has not been determined. The
fund is administered by the Murray State University Foundation.
The Murray-Heath semifinal
will be broadcast Jan. 23 at 6:30
p.m. on WPSD-TV. The final
match between Murray and
Graves County will be shown
Feb. 6 at 6:30 p.m.

Innocent plea entered in shooting
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
Paducah man charged in the
shooting of a state police trooper
pleaded innocent in McCracken
District Court.
Roger Anthony Jones, 45, was
charged with first-degree assault
and four counts of criminal
attempt to commit murder in con-

Judy
nection with Saturday's shooting Jeff Hines, said deputy clerk
of Trooper Stephen Wright, 28. Lynn.
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A preliminary hearing was set
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for Dec. 15 before District Judge • TURN

Task force searching for SIU arsonist
CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) —
A task force of federal, state and
local investigators is appealing
for help in catching an arsonist
who caused the deaths of four
Asian-born Southern Illinois University students.
Authorities said Monday they
did not have hopes of a quick
break in the case, which they said
would involve hundreds of interviews. A $16,000 reward was
offered by Crime Stoppers, the
city of Carbondale and a national
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arson hotline.
"We're getting a few calls
with some leads that, at best,
would be classified as iiiromising,
and even that might be an exaggeration at this point in time,"
Police Chief Don Strom said.
The fire early Sunday damaged
an off-campus apartment building
that housed mostly international
students, authorities said. At least
14 students were injured, including some who jumped out of the
throe-story brick building's win-
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dows to escape heavy smoke.
A memorial service for the students who died was set for Friday
afternoon at Shryock Auditorium
on campus.
Strom said the fire was deliberately set, but he did not believe
there were any ethnic or racial
motives behind the blaze. No suspects were in custody Monday,
and Strom said he had no motive.
Meanwhile, classmates, friends
and countrymen of the victims
looked for ways to help.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Torrwa photo

The cold weather doesn't stop Joey Jansing, a sophomore at Murray State University, from enjoying his skateboard Monday. Jamslag and friends were skateboarding in front of Waterfteld
Library.
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Gorman defends opinion that EZ law unconstitutional
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Attorney General Chris Gorman
defended an opinion from his
office that Kentucky's law on
enterprise
zones
is
unconstitutional.
Testifying to a legislative subcommittee Monday, Gorman
described himself as a supporter
of economic development.
"Quite frankly, I did not like the
way this opinion came out." he
said.
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"Maybe we do have to go to a
court ... and let it be tested," said
state Sen. Gerald Neal, a member
of the municipal-finance subcommittee of the General Assembly's
interim joint Cities Committer.

FROM PAGE 1
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The opinion does not have the
force of law, but it raised questions about the fate of Kentucky's
10 enterpnse zones if a lawsuit
was filed

The law allowed 10 depressed
areas to be declared enterprise
zones, where businesses that
created enough jobs for the
unemployed would get tax
exemptions.
The opinion by Assistant
Attorney General Ross T. Carter
said the law allowed "other areas
similarly situated" to be improperly excluded.
"You can have an 11th area of
the state as economically depressed as the other 10, maybe more
so, but get nothing," Carter told
the subcommittee.

Kentucky's 10 zones are in
Louisville, Hickman, Ashland,
Covington, Owensboro, Lexington, Paducah, Hopkinsville, Knox
County and Campbell County.
State Sen. An Schmidt, who
requested the opinion, contended
the law was flawed and some of
the zones weren't depressed
areas.

In theory, "an enterprise zone
is one of the best things that
could happen," Schmidt, R-Cold
Spring. said Monday. "The state
of Kentucky took a good idea and
screwed it up.''

The administration hired a
Louisville law firm — Wyatt,
Tarrant & Combs — to research
the Statute. It concluded the law
was constitutional.
But Gorman said Carter and a
second staff attorney worked on
the issue independently and came
to the same conclusion. So did
three other attorneys who
reviewed their findings.
"I was surprised they did it,"
Schmidt said of the opinion. "I
knew they didn't want to issue
it.''

•Warlord urges restraint...
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But Gorman refused to say the
opinion would be reconsidered,
which Gov. Brereton Jones'
administration had hoped for
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Speaking at his headquarters in
this war-shattered city, Aidid
declined to say whether he would
disarm his fighters, who hase
loose control over the southern
half of the city and much of the
countryside But he urged them to
cooperate with the Marines.
'I have given a message to the

Somali people urging them not to
go to the airport and the port in
their technicals," Aidid said
In what appeared to be an
example of the tenuous control of
the warlords, clansmen loyal to
Aidid on Monday seized Kerberus Dello, an Italian water engineer working for UNICEF.
Aidid said he knew nothing

about the arrest but would look
into it.
Relief coordinators were taking
precautions in advance of the
Marines' arnval.
UNICEF pulled its four foreign
workers out of north Mogadishu,
which is ruled by Aidid's
and sent a memorandum to
employees telling them not to

come to work Wednesday or
Thursday unless summoned in
writing.
"Tomorrow's not going to he a
day of uncertainty, but it's not
going to be a normal working
day, so let's not pretend it is,"
said Mark Stirling, the head of
UNICEF in Somalia.

II Firemen confident...
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FROM PAGE 1

Off
Fashionable Footwear
For The
Holidays!

"It's hard -for me to think of
things as being that bad, but it's
that way. We don't mind doing
the work, but we need help getting it together," he said.
Firemen are scheduled to begin
buying toys Wednesday. At that
time, they will group the children
registered by age and sex and
will buy items for one group at a
time.
"On different days, we'll tell
them to buy items for
6-14-year-old boys. Next we'll

tive spirit between the police and
fire department. It's just another
way, with the police offering to
help us out, to receive funds and
we hope many adults and children will come out," he said.
Scott said the basketball game,
if successful, could become an
annual event.
Anyone wishing to donate to
the Christmas for Children toy
drive can go by the department's
business office on the second
floor of city hall. Arrangements
to have donations picked up can
"There's a friendly, compeo• be made by calling 762-0320.

send another group to buy items
for girls. That's the tough part —
sending a group of men to buy
girls' stuff — so I let my secretary go with them," Scott said.
A basketball game between the
Murray Fire Department and
Murray Police Department has
been scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday at Murray High School's
gym. Admission is S2 for adults
and SI for children 12 and under.
All money received will benefit
the toy drive.

Local News Roundup

•Innocent...
FROM PAGE 1
release said Wright was struck by
about 14 pellets.
Wright was discharged from
Western Baptist Hospital on
Monday, a spokeswoman said.
Jones was arrested without
incident after the shooting.
The shooting occurred when
Wright and three McCracken
County sheriff's deputies
responded to a complaint about a
man with a gun. Wright was shot
as the officers were looking for
the man at a residence about one
mile south of Paducah. according
to the state police statement.

Southside Shopping Center
753-8339

300 Wal-Mart Shopping Spree
To families who do not own cemetery property

Murray Memorial Gardens
Hwy. 641 North

Subscribe!

EARLY-MORNING FIRE DESTROYS TRAILER
The Calloway'County Fire and Rescue was dispatched to a fire at the home
of Joseph Lusk on Locust Drive Tuesday at 6 45 a.m. According to reports,
the mobile home was destroyed by the fire, which began on the kitchen
stove. Velma Lusk was treated for minor smoke inhalation at the scene by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service personnel Eighteen
firefighters, two pumpers and one tanker responded.

TENNESSEE WOMAN REPORTS CARD LOSS

A Dover, Tenn, woman reported the loss of a credit card to the Murray
Police Department Friday. According to reports, the card belonged to Evelyn
Steele. Rt 2

FLOOD LIGHTS DAMAGED AT CITY PARK

The Murray Police Department is investigating vandalism at the Murray
Galloway County Park. According to reports, between 10 45 p.m. Saturday
and sometime Sunday morning, a person or persons destroyed 17 flood
lights by shooting them. Officer Eddie Rollins investigated the incident.

ENTRY ATTEMPTED AT BUSINESSES
The Murray Police Department was recently called to the Hungry Bear
Restaurant on Main Street where someone reportedly attempted to force
open a door at the business prior to Dec. 1. In a separate incident, New Life
Christian Center on Main Street reported that someone attempted to kick in
The back door Dec 2.

WOMEN CHARGED IN SHOPLIFTING CASE
Two New Concord woman were arrested and charged with shoplifting Saturday According to reports, Leona Stowers, 40, and Pamela Lee Stowers, 20,
were charged with shoplifting $111.13 in merchandise from Wal-Mart.

Murray
Murray Ledger & Times

is offering them the $300 Shopping Spree with purchase
in their New Lawn Crypt Section (pictured below).
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Since these are to be installed in the summer,families who decide on this very
popular method of burial now will be given a very substantial savings plus
the $300 Shopping Spree.The Spree is good now through January 15, 1993.
The $300 will help with your Christmas shopping or let you catch the After
Christmas Sales. Must be bank approved,monthly payments available or 90
days same as cash.
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Mail coupon to: Murray Memorial Gardens, Rt, 2, Box 37-Al, Murray, KY 42071
Name:

Powerful 2 level Wash
.4 Cycles from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
•Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks

Address Telephone

an additional bonus, two will forms will be Oven plus an invaluable booklet which

helps put all information together that will be needed at the timo of death. Such as
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Campbell Soup to recall three soups,
four dinners due to potential glass

Natcher nominated to head House Appropriations

WASHINGTON (AP) — Campbell Soup Co. is voluntarily
recalling four frozen dinner products and three kinds of canned
soup because some may contain small pieces of glass, the Agriculture Department says.
The soup and dinners were distributed to at least 33 states, Guam
and Mexico.
The problem was discovered when pieces of glass were found in
bags of rice purchased from an outside source to be used in the
soup and frozen dinners, USDA said Monday.
The recall involves about 332,000 frozen dinners and about
423,000 cans of soup.
"Because of the potential hazard, we strongly urge consumers to
avoid eating these producu," said Donald L. White, associate
administrator of USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service.
The department said it has received no complainu from consumers about any of the products. Consumers were urged to return any
suspect products unopened to the store where they were purchased.
The suspect products were distributed largely in the Western
states, although some products may be found in at least 33 states
and Guam. Some of the product was also distributed to Elmendorf
Air Force Base in Alaska, and a small amount was exported to
Mexico.
The states are Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota
and Ohio.
Also, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Washington and Wisconsin.
The company is recalling four frozen dinner products and three
canned soup products.
The product names, net weights and codes, including recommended use-by dates and production code, that appear on the package or can are:
*Swanson Mexican Style Combination Dinner (131/. oz.) with
codes: JAN 94 EST 46 A22; FEB 94 EST 4G BJ2; FEB 94 EST
46 BL2; FEB 94 EST 46 BP2.
*Swanson Hungry Man Mexican Style Dinner (20 oz.) with codes:
JAN 94 EST 40 A42; FEB 94 EST 46 8E2; FEB 94 EST 46
BM2; FEB 94 EST 4G BR2.
'Swanson Budget Mexican Style Meal (IN or) with code: FEB
94 EST 4G 8B2.
*Swanson Hungry Man Boneless Chicken Dinner (ITA oz.) with
codes: FEB 94 P133 BD2; FEB 94 P133 B-2.
*Campbell's Chicken with Rice Soup (10A oz.) with code: OCT
94 P.5 0562.
'Campbell's Chicken Gumbo Soup (10Y. oz.) with codes OCT 94
P5 08E2; OCT 94 P5 08E3.
'Campbell's Home Cookin' Ready to Serve Chicken with Rice
Soup (19 oz.) with code: OCT 94 P5 DAD3.
The code numbers may be on more than one line and may not be
the only numbers embossed on the can or package.
Consumers with questions about the recall may call the toll-free
USDA Meat and Poultry Hotline at 1-800-535-4555. The hot line
may be reached from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. EST Monday through
Friday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Rep. William Natcher moved
closer to becoming chairman of
the House Appropriations Committee and called his rise to the
leadership position a highlight of
his 39-year congressional career.
The Democratic Steering and
Policy Committee on Monday
night nominated Natcher to head
the influential committee.
"The fact that I have never
missed a day or a vote up here,
that I never accepted a campaign
contribution, none of that compares to being elected chairman
of Appropriations," said Natcher,
D-Bowling Green.
"This is a major accomplishment of my career in the
Congress."

Only a formality remains
before Natcher officially takes
the helm of the committee on
which he has served for 38 years.
House Democrats are expected to
approve the nomination today
with no objections.
Natcher, 83, has been acting
chairman of the committee for
the last six months, since Chairman Jamie Whitten, D-Miss., was
weakened by a stroke.
As acting chairman, Natcher
managed all of the 13 bills that
determine how the federal government spends taxpayers'
money. None of the bills was late
- for the first time in years.
But despite his skillful handling of the legislation, Natcher's
rise to the chairmanship had been
complicated by Whitten's staunch

refusal to step aside. Natcher
pointedly stayed out of the fray.
"My chairman, Jamie Whiuen,
and I have been friends for 39
years," Natcher said Monday
night. "I would not make a move
to hurt my friend."
So Natcher waited quietly for a
job he has coveted from the day
he came to Congress in 1953.
Whitten issued a statement
Monday night in which he
expressed regret for not being renominated chairman, but he
pledged support for Natcher.
"Earlier this year when I had
health and hearing problems, I
asked the committee vice chairman, Bill Natcher, to help out. I
said then that any job Bill Natcher would set out to do, he would
do well."

News of the World
WASHINGTON — Cautious about signs of economic
elect Clinton is returning to Capitol Hill to lobby congressional Democrats
whose support will be crucial for the success of his legislative agenda.
Democrats said they were eager to work with the new president. "Perhaps
the biggest surprise in store for people is the easy sailing the Clinton administration will experience,- Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont., said Monday. "It's
going to be a long honeymoon," Williams added. "Democrats on the hill are
starved for someone to get along with at the White House. Bill Clinton's
going to find no stubbornness up here."

Dan Greene, chairman of
board's committee on policy and
issues, recommended a schedule
of gradual funding requests that
would eliminate the backlog by
the end of June 1996.
"We're never going to do it in
a year, folks," said Greene,
director of the David School in
Floyd County.
But that plan was opposed by
Boysen, who is a member of the
standards board. He wanted to
eliminate the backlog by next
August, then agreed on the plan
to cut it to 25 cases by then.
"I just want to affirm that we
will do this vigorously," he said.
As part of the $546,000
request, the board is asking for an
initial $73,000 to pay for more
staff help during the first six
months of 1993.
Boysen said in an interview
that he would "talk to some folks
in the legislature and the executive branch" about finding extra
money for the board.

rocked by an explosion retreated today when they encountered smoke, heat
and dangerous gases. The search was suspended indefinitely. As mine officials relayed the news, relatives waiting outside the Appalachian mine cried
and hugged. Crews working in relays got within 300 feet of where the miners were thought to be when the blast occurred Monday, more than a mile
inside, said Kathy Snyder, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration. There, they detected smoke, heat and an elevated
level of methane gas, Snyder said. Fearing another explosion, they turned
back, she said. Rescuers were considering other options, including drilling a
ventilation hole into the section the mine where the men were believed to
be, said Michael Lawless, a spokesman for the federal mine agency. A ninth
miner crawled to safety after the blast in the Southmountain Coal Co.'s No.
3 mine. Robert K. Fleming was in stable condition after surgery for burns on
his hands and face, said Bill Hendrick, spokesman for St Mary's Hospital in
Norton.
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cleared Hindu extremists Tuesday from the disputed holy site where they
had demolished a mosque and begun building a Hindu temple. In New
Delhi, police arrested three key figures linked to the opposition party that
had supported the construction of the temple, news agencies reported. The
arrests and the operation in Ayodhya could help Prime Minister P.V. Naraby
simha Rao's government reestablish its authority over cities wracked day
Hindu-Muslim riots. More than 200 people were killed in riots Monday, a
after the mosque was destroyed. The destruction of the 430-year-old
h;
mosque enraged India's Muslim neighbors, Pakistan and Banglades
among
prompted calls for Rao's ouster; and threatened widescale violencewho
had
India's 700 million Hindus and 100 million Muslims. L.K. Advani,
parParty's
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Bharatiya
nationalist
Hindu
the
of
resigned as leader
, was
liamentary faction to take responsibility for the mosque's destructionJoshi,
arrested at his home in New Delhi, the reports said. Murli Manohar
the party's president, were arrested at the party's headquarters, they said.
Police also arrested Ashok Singhal, general secretary of the World Hindu
the
Council, a grassroots nationalist group allied with Bharatiya Janata,a law
breaking
for
custody
into
taken
were
three
All
party.
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TION
COMPROMISE LEADS TO GAIDAR NOMINAGaidar
for

MOSCOW— President Boris Yeltsin nominated reformist Yegor
prime minister today after offering to let lawmakers approve other key
Cabinet members. Yeltsin's compromise appeared to increase the slim
chances that the Congress of People's Deputies would keep Gaidar in
charge of Russia's tree market reforms. But some deputies laughed as Yeltsin praised Gaidar. tt was not certain whether the compromise would hold.
Both hard-liners and reformers said the deal could collapse before a vote
Wednesday on Gaidar's nomination, which hard-liners oppose. "Yeltsin's
proposal is an unscrupulous bid for power," said Vladimir lsakov, a leader of
the hard-line Russian Unity faction. Yeltsin met parliamentary leaders in the
Kremlin before nominating Gaidar. Participants in the meeting said he asked
them to support his nominee. In return, he offered to let the smaller
Supreme Soviet legislature approve the nominations of the foreign, defense,
security and interior ministers. Yeltsin previously has named ministers without legislative approval. Less than 30 minutes later, Yeltsin proposed the
compromise to the entire Congress in the Grand Kremlin Palace. He then
formally nominated Gaidar, who has been "acting- prime minister

13048 Chestnut (Next to Papa John's)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m."
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Every Saturday & Monday
5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 8:30
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FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
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OPEN 24 HOURS
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LOGISTICS
HEY TO OPERATION LIES INRestore
Hope has little, if
WASHINGTON — The battle 'plan of Operation

anything, to do with combat. The key to this unconventional mission lies in
logistics: feeding, for example, the soldiers who will save the starving. Officers say they don't think there'll be much fighting when the Marines start
landing on Somalia's Indian Ocean shore — beginning early Wednesday,
Pentagon officials say. The big challenge will be setting up shop and keeping it stocked in a country with almost no modern infrastructure.

"We need to do something
now because of the cost ... and
the number of people without
insurance," Heller said. "We
don't have the luxury of that
time."
A draft of the alternative,
which The Courier -Journal
obtained, calls for a state subsidized "safety net" program
that would provide coverage to
individuals with incomes of up to
200 percent of the poverty level.
Jones' plan would require
businesses to cover all workers.

The alternative draft has few
specifics on how to pay for the
programs.
The draft was written by Wayne Higgins, a Western Kentucky
University professor who serves
as a consultant to the Kentucky
Hospital Association.
The hospital group has been
working on the alternative plan
with the Kentucky Medical Association, Humana Inc., Blue Cross
& Blue Shield of Kentucky and
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.

WEST KY. BUILDERS
CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

OWNER- EDDIE MANGRUM
CALL 502-247-7655

WITH HARDBOARD SIDING
$2625
1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
$3325
2 CAR (18X20)
$3625
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
$3825
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4325

DELUXE MODELS VINYL SIDING
$3025
1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
$3725
2 CAR (18X20)
$4125
(22X22)
CAR
2
LARGE
$4325
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4825

MAYFIELD, KY.
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-5 Year Warranty
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* Everyone receives a MU turkey with the
purchase of a new set of 4 tires from Holland o
Tire Company.
* Bfl mounting & computerized balancing C
with purchase.
(Offer good on cash retail purchases only)
Nov. 18 through Dec. 24th

0
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Rolland Tire Company
E. Main, Murray • 753-5606
Financing Available
90 Days Same As Cash

Visa-MasterCardDiscover
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Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE Nei.* Ouanotas Lao)
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
Food Stamps Welcome • All Major Crecfn Cards Accepted • KY Lone
STOP IN S SEE US!

(Includes Soft
Not Valid With Any Other Prornatbnal Offer.

753-0575

Dec. 10-13
Fri, Sat. & Mon.
8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

For Reservations
Call:

Nature's Bounty eic•
Yogurt & Sandwiches

tot

Home For
The Holidays

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park

E SITE
POLICE CLEAR HINDUS FROM MOSQU
AYODHYA, India — In a bloodless pre-dawn operation, Inalan riot police

Medical, business groups counter Jones' proposal
Leonard Heller, who is heading
the governor's health -reform
effort, said he had not seen a
draft of the alternative plan but
had met with the five groups that
developed it and was aware of
their proposals.
Heller said the biggest difference in the alternative plan and
Jones' is the time frame for
reform. Jones' plan calls for key
changes in the first year. Some of
the insurance coverage would not
kick in until the fifth year under
the alternative plan.

He quickly added, "to the
extent that we can justify each
and every request."

GASES
RESCUE HALTED BY SMOKE, HEAT AND
NORTON, Va. — Rescuers trying to reach eight men deep in a coal mine

HEALTH CARE
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Medical and business groups
have drafted a health-care reform
proposal that eliminates their
objection to Gov. Brereton Jones'
plan by deleting employer-paid
insurance and gradually phasing
in changes.
Like Jones' plan, the alternative proposal would expand
Medicaid to cover more people
and make several insurance
reforms to help guarantee that
everyone has insurance.
Human Resources Secretary

Natcher is highly respected on
Capitol Hill for his integrity and
old-fashioned style. He has a
small staff, is frugal with taxpayers' money and is intimately
involved in writing legislation.
He has never missed a vote and
finances every campaign with his
own money.
Asked what his being chairman
means for Kentucky, Natcher
said, "It means this: Every
request concerning our state certainly will be given a good, careful hearing. It places us in a position where we will have more of
our requests approved and
granted."

THIS WEEK!
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CLINTON TO LOBBY DEMOCRATS
recovery, President-

Teaching commission asks for
more money to solve backlog
of teacher misconduct cases the

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly 100 teacher misconduct
cases have yet to be heard by a
state education commission, and
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen wants some action to
break the logjam.
So the Kentucky Education
Professional Standards Board on
Monday asked for an additional
S546,000 from the state to help
pay for the cost of catching up on
the 98 cases. The board hopes to
cut the backlog to 25 cases by
next August.
Because of the backlog, some
teachers accused of misconduct,
including sexual offenses, are
still in the classroom.
The extra money would be
used to hire a full-time hearing
officer, a caseworker and other
staffers. Under a new law, the
board can delegate part of its
duties in decertification cases to a
hearing officer, but the current
hearing officer only works for the
board part-time.
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Perspective on Politics

Military missions seem so
clear in the briefing rooms
By WALTER R. MEARS
Aa•ociated Prose Now Analysis
WASHINGTON — In TV talk show studios and briefing rooms, the
path in and out of U.S. military intervention in starving Somalia
sounds clear and precisely planned. On the ground, it won't be so
plainly charted.
While there were initial administration suggestions that American
forces might be in and out by the time President Bush,leaves office
Jan. 20, the more realistic message is Defense Secretary Dick Cheney's rejection of any artificial deadline.
President-elect Clinton said talking about troop withdrawal would
put the end before the beginning of the U.N.-sanctioned operation,
which he backs. "They're not even in there yet." he said "Let them
go in and let's see."
As administration official; held their bnefings and deployed among
the television interview programs. the emphasis was on a relatively
brief and limited mission with an attainable aim, the end always in
sight, and an acceptaNe level of risk.
That's the four-point Bush policy test for the commitment of U.S.
forces in trouble spots abroad. A fifth point, that operations serve vital
Amencan interests. does not apply to the humanitarian mission in
Somalia.
But that distinction, the Bush people say, should not he regarded as
3 precedent for 1. S intervention in other areas of strife, deprivation.
even starvation "There are other parts of the world where things are
equally tragic but where the costs of trying to change things would be
monumental," acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eaglehurger said on
ABC.
Bush officials and Clinton advisers said alike that in Somalia a limited use of U.S. military force can suffice to get food past the armed
factions that have blocked supply routes to the starving victims of
drought and famine.
In other trouble zones. particularly Bosnia and the siege of Sarajcso, a mission like that wouldn't work.
"Circumstances differ from country to country," Chcncy said on
NBC. "Sometimes you make a judgment based on what is in vital
U.S. interests, sometimes you mike a judgment based on the ability of
Sometimes you do it based on cost."
the United States to do it.
.That, plus planning for the way out before U.S. forces are ordered in.
impossible in a situation like the war of the factions that once made
up Yugoslavia.
In Somalia, there's a plan but no guarantee. "The real din iculty, as
always in this situation, will be getting out," said Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell. D-Maine, who supports the operation. "It's
easy to get in, not so easy to get out."
The plan is to secure relief supply routes against looters and armed
gangs, then, as Cheney put it, hand off responsibility to a U.N. peacekeeping mission to keep the food moving.
That is to be done as swiftly as possible, but Cheney said there
should be no arbitrary deadline. Bush's spokesman. Marlin Fitzwater,
acknowledged that the idea it could be done before Clinton is inaugurated does not match military reality.
Cheney said it might be possible to yield to U.N. forces in some
regions before Jan. 20, but that the operation shouldn't he tied to dates
dr deadlines that may not fit what's happening on the ground.
"By Jan. 20, we'll still be sending some stuff over there," said one
senior military official who asked not to be identified by name.
Brent Scowcroft, Bush's national security adviser, said it ought to
be over in weeks rather than months.
Either way, that means it will continue into the Clinton administration, and the new president will be responsible for completing, and
ending. the mission the old one began.
Eagleburger said Bush is confident "that we can get in and get out
on our terms." Besides, he said, Clinton would have faced the issue
anyhow, in worse circumstances had Bush not acted.
He said the new administration is going to have to shape policies to
deal with recurring challenges like that of the famine and strife in
Somalia.
U.S. Ambassador Edward Perkins said at the United Nations that
the Security Council vote for the Somali operation was an important
step toward shaping an international strategy for the future.
"The post-Cold War world is likely to hold other Somalias," he
said.

Schott in the dark
The president of the Cincinnati
Reds baseball team, Marge
Schott, hit for the cycle last
week. She singled with the
remark that Adolf Hitler was an
OK ruler dunng his first years as
dictator, though she allowed that
he lost momentum later on.
Then she doubled her problems
by saying that she wasn't aware
the slang word "Jap" was offensive to people of Japanese origin
(after all, that's what Arriencans
of her generation called the
Japanese during World War II).
Next at bat, Schou went threefor three, tripling her infractions
by employing the ultimate derogatory term a white person can
utter. She referred to an AfricanAmencan as a "nigger."
Add it all up and Marge Schott
has hit a home run in
insensitivity.
Al Campanis, formerly of the
Los Angeles Dodgers, was forced
into retirement when he suggested on ABC's "Nightline" five
years ago that the reason there
were not more black managers in
baseball was because there was
something inherent in their race
which kept them from becoming

Letters to the Editor
Doesn't want other states' waste
Dear Editor
Why must the citizens of Calloway County be subject to the will of
New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connecticut? Must we
become the garbage dump for these people? Why can't they dump
their garbage in their own state? Why should we allow those out-ofstate people to foul our streams, lake, air and ground with their garbage? How can the county officials even think this is right? What is
wrong with our elected officials, who allow the rare and destruction
of this beautiful county and state"
If by now you do not know what I am talking about, I will tell you.
It is the Murray Ledger & Times of Dec 4 in which there is a public
notice. The notice is in regards to Application No 92-555 for a registered permit-by-rule for a Transfer station to handle industrial waste,
special waste and solid waste from out of state; the states named
above. In other words, my fellow citizens, they are asking us to accept
radioactive waste, medical waste, and it does not take a genius to
know What solid waste is. We have enough problems without taking
their solid waste.
We the citizens of this community can stop this if we want to Call
aid request that this not he allowed and if we can't stop it that way
there is the vote. As a last resort, there is also the courts with a lawsuit. We elect people to look out for our interests, so we should hold
them accountable.
The following is the address to send your letters of protest to:
Caroline P. Haight, director
Division of Wane Management
14 Reilly Rood
Frankfort, KY 40601
Max T Canady
Boa
747, Metray
,XLk

management material. Marge
Schott may be able to fend off a
similar fate, but I doubt it. The
sharks smell the blood.
Major League baseball's
executive council meets this
week and may decide to take
some action against Schott,
including disciplining her in
some way under the "not it the
best interests of baseball" clause
of the Major League Agreement.
She could be suspended, as New
York Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner was for questionable
financial activities.
If Schott wants to employ a
sure-fire defense, she could
explain her insensitive remarks
by blaming them on beer. If alcohol is a good enough excuse for
Oregon Republican Sen. Bob

Packwood's alleged boorish
behavior with women in his
office, then why can't it he used
to explain Schott's comments?
If not alcohol, then genes
might get her off the hook.
Recently, there have been studies
which claim that divorce is genetically determined. Other studies
have suggested that criminality is
decided by one's genetic code.
When we are through with this
self-absolution, no one will be
responsible for any antisocial,
improper or illegal behavior.
Instead of the unsophisticated
"Geraldine" created by comedian
Flip Wilson, who said "the devil
made me do it," the scientific and
counseling communities offer the
ultimate propitiation: forgiveness
without repentance.

The offended classes, if they
want to make a genuine contribution to race and ethnic relations,
ought not to go after Schott's
head, but focus on her heart.
They might consider the strategy
employed by the late Rabbi Marc
Tannenbaum when former Southern Baptist Convention President
Bailey Smith declared a decade
ago that "God Almighty does not
hear the prayer of a Jew."
Instead of joining the chorus
that denounced Smith, Tannenbaum invited him along on a trip
to Isreal. Smith returned, repentant and more sensitized to Jewish people than he would have
been in the face of criticism
alone.
Let Marge Schott be invited to
visit Yad Vastiem, the Holocaust
memorial in lora!, where she can
reflect on Hitler's handiwork
against the Jewish people. Let her
meet with black families in their
homes and get to know them. Let
her see all of these people, not
stereotyped. Then, not only the
best interests of baseball will
have been served, but also the
humanity of Marge Schott.

Call-in show highlights ADA
Mason Prickiu is the bravest
person I know, but if I said that
MAIN STREET
to him directly he would wave
the comment away with his left
hand and say, "No." And if I
insisted on talking about his
courage in the face of daunting
challenges, Mason would grasp
the cross that he wears on the
Ledger & limes columnist
chain around his neck, and cast
his eyes heavenward. That is his Mason Prickiu, co-captain of the forgot he could not actually
way of declaring that he does not football team, great dancer, the speak. We used to go through our
take any credit for whatever he boy with the green eyes and mis- high school yearbook picture by
has accomplished. His faith has chievous grin, had had an embol- picture, chuckling over past antigiven him the strength to beat ism and was paralyzed on the cs of fellow classmates. Although
odds that were stacked heavily right side. He'd lost the ability to we spent a lot of time laughing
against him.
during those visits, we shared
speak as well.
Mason and I went through high
thoughts about more serious matour
renewed
Mason and I
school together. In 9th grade, he friendship at the reunion. He ters — life, love, the future. After
took me to the freshman dance. I communicated by spelling out every one of those visits with
still have the card from the wrist words, leuer by letter, on a card- Mason, I always felt as if we'd
corsage he gave me; white carna- board chart he carried with him. had a good, long talk.
tions with blue and silver rib- "Come see me," someone had
Through the years of Mason's
bons, to match my dress. After written on another card he illness and hospitalization, his
the dance, Mrs. Prickiu — acting flashed.
mother was a constant source of
gallantly like an invisible chaufHe lived in a long-term care strength and hope. She visited
feur — drove us to "Mom's," a facility not far from our home him nearly every day, and on
nearby pizzeria, so we could get town, and I was able to visit him weekends brought him home so
a bite to eat. I remember that she there over the next few years. We he could spend some time in famcheerfully stayed in the ear, while got so used to communicating ilial surroundings. I was always
we went inside to have an after- with each other, by him spelling welcome in their home, and the
dance snack.
out a word or two and me guess- three of us sometimes went out to
Over the four years of high ing what he meant, that I often dinner. Once we even went to the
school, Mason and I became
friends, buddies. After college,
both of us went into teaching. I
got married in 1970, and a couple
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
of years later I heard through the
on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
opinions
Mason
had margrapevine that
on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folletters
print
ried too.
all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
guidelines:
lowing
A few years later, there were
and telephone number included in case verification is
address
writer's
being
ill,
Mason
MOWS about
necessary (idephone numben will not be published). Letters should be
but I never heard any other
typoinitlea sad double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
details. Then, when my 20th high
Mere& Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
school reunion came up, word
Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
&
WM out that Mason was going to
writers.
frequent
limit
to
be there, but that he was not
should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Latest
exactly the same Mason that
& TAM P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
we'd known in high school

Constance Alexander

Just drop us a line ...

Ale

movies.
Getting a person in a wheelchair in and out of public facilities was never easy, b4t we
always managed. Mason's
mother, by now in her 70s,
hoisted the wheelchair into the
trunk with amazing ease, a feat
that I never really mastered. In
fact, I felt like a real klutz when
it came to transporting Mason,
but he was always good-natured
about my clumsiness.
I meant to write this column
about the Americans with Disabilities Act and an upcoming television show about that legislation. I found, however, that I
couldn't cover the ADA without
mentioning Mason and his amazing grace and courage.
Now, I'm not telling you all
this to proclaim Mason Prickitt a
saint, because he isn't. He's just
like you and me, except he gets
around in a wheelchair, and his
speaking vocabulary is limited.
Since our 20th reunion, Mason
has remarried and moved out of
Roosevelt Hospital. He and his
wife, Jill, now live in Princeton,
New Jersey. I hear on his wedding day he walked down the
aisle — nothing short of a miracle. I imagine there wasn't a dry
eye in the house, except his own.
The ADA is legislation that
ensures people like Mason have
full access to public and private.
accommodations that the rest of
us enjoy without a thought. "The
Americans with Disabilities Act:
A Call-In." will be aired on Kentucky Educational Television
Dec. 10 at 8 p.m. If you have
questions about the ADA, tune
in. For additional information
about the show, contact Marianna
Mosley at KET, 606-25A-7000.
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Linda Devoss's freshmen honor's English class used a collaborative effort when they wrote "Fall Tales in Big Boots." Shown here
are Allison Binford, Jon Futrell, Christina Burkett, Kathy Erkman and Jessica Jones.

Jenny Fotsch was selected at student of the week at Calloway
County Middle School. She is in the 6-plus-1 grade and a member
of the Academic Team. She plays the flute and is vice president of
the Science Club. Jenny is the daughter of Dick and Amy Fotsch.
She likes to read books and her favorite teacher is Mrs. Darnell.

Two Calloway County High School students preview problems for
the P-SAT, a preliminary college entrance exam taken by high
school juniors. The assessment is also the first step in the National
Merit Scholarship Program. Pictured are Sheridan Griffin and
Mitzi Windsor.
/ leUrnjarf CM011
J1041

111
Winners of the 1992 Conservation Poster Contest in the sixth
grade at Murray Middle School are: (left to right) second place,
Wesley Hart; first place, Cassandra McNutt; third place, Challyis
Mann.
16.
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Students in Mrs. Hendrick's primary class at East used materials
from their kitchens to make volcanoes "erupt." Jim thtmblitt-is
giving this demonstration.

Mrs. Garrison's sixth grade are classs at Calloway Middle work
on designs for their portfolios in the sun. The portfolios will be
used to keep their other work in during the year. Pictured are
Jennifer Lamb, Angela Synder, Terry Calhoon, Jeremy Darnell,
Cory Duncan, Magan Fleetwood and Melanie Black.

Karl Flood, art teacher at Robertson Elementary, and L.E. Clifford, physical education instructor at Roberston, dress for the
Thanksgiving holiday.
Lincoln Rowe, from Mrs. Grogan's class, and Kyle Harper, from
Mrs. Leet's class at East Elementary are shelling maize corn just
like the Indians did for the first Thanksgiving.

IP.

Carson
David Bugden, Erick Nadeau, Russel Cleaver and Laramie
Foley's
Mr.
in
made
are illustrating electronic weather boards
School.
Middle
County
Calloway
Enrichment Class at
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Sandra Culp discussed her job as a "Newborn Nursery Nurse"
with Corey Reed, Chelsey Adams, Justin Gipson and Marcella
in the primary K program at Robertson
Cavitt, students
Elementary.

'
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Amanda Williams, Jennifer Perlow and Katie Davis, fourth graders at Southwest Elementary, are learning to estimate money using
manipulatives, calculators and cooperative learning groups. Jamie
Rucker, a student teacher in Wanda Walker's class, also helped
the students learn rounding, front-end estimates, adjustments and
learn how to find actual totals.
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Patrick Greer and Tony Ryan are dressed as characters from the
book Wayside Storks from Wayside School. They reported to the
class as characters as part of their reading class with Mrs. Wanda
Walker's class at Southwest Elementary. They boys stuffed their
shirts to look like the characters.
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Primary children at Robertson Elementary have been learning
about pilgrims and Indians and the first Thanksgiving. The children are planning their own Thanksgiving feast and have chosen to
be pilgrims or Indians. Pictured working on their costumes from
left to right are Brittany Miles, Karl Carpenter, Michael Windsor
and Bradley Warner. The children will also prepare the food they
will have at the feast.
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Read the classifieds
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Primary students at North Calloway Elementary Gatlin Rowland
North
and Dustin Green participate in Pioneer Days. Family Ill at
the
Among
school.
entire
the
for
Day
recently held a Pioneer
activities presented were: pioneer singing, antique displays, log
cabin building and actual chore demonstrations.
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Gore, Amanda
North Calloway Elementary School teacher Becky
aide.
instructional
an
Hester Kelsey Dial and Claudia Carson,
bisof
out
doughnuts
making
are
They
work on the letter Mr. D.
to eat
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five-year
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doughnuts,
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cooking
cuits. After
them.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
"Kentuckians at War," a collection of photographs relating to the
history of the military in Kentucky, will be on display at the Forrest
C. Pogue Library on Murray State University campus through Wednesday, Dec. 23. The photos, which are on loan from the Kentucky
Historical Society, depict Kentucky military heroes, uniforms and
equipment from the age of the long rifle to the supersonic jet. The
Pogue Library is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday. It will close for the
holidays at 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Dec. 23, and will reopen again
at 8 a.m. on Monday. Jan. 4.

By RJinev .Apperson
The story of the Nutcracker is
one story that is told and retold
every Christmas Just in case you
would like to refresh your memors, here is that delightful tale
• • • •
''Once upon a time one Christmas eve, a young girl's dream
ame magically to life. It began
with the arrival of Uncle Drosstlmeyer who, to the delight of the
children, came bearing gifts.
He brought a huge nutcracker
in the shape of a man with a large
head But Oh...! it slipped out of
his hands and broke.
As the festivities continued
with song and dance, Clara
piked up the broken nutcracker
and put them in her doll's cradle.
Later that night she went back
downstairs to look at the nut,:racker, and that's when the magic began.
When the clock struck midnight, mice scumed across the
floor. The Christmas tree began
to grow and grow and gingerbread soldiers came to life and
marched about the room.
Clara watched in awe as the
mice returned and began to battle
with the soldiers The Nutcracker
came to life and took command
of the remaining gingerbread
army. As the Nutcracker fought,
the Mouse King prepared to
attack, hut Clara removed her
slipper and hit the mouse on the
head. With their leader dead, the
mouse troop fled and the Nut..:ra,:ker turned into a handsome
prince
The Prince invited Clara to v
his kingdom, and off they went
on their journey to the Kingdom
of Sweets.
They arrived at the Magic
Castle on Sugar-Plum Mountain,
and were greeted by the King and
Queen of Snowflakes The
prince's parents honored her with
a royal pageantry of song and
celebration
Clara was treated to an amazing tableau of dances from
around the world candy canes
swirled around and around, marzipan maids, tumbling clowns
and sugar plum fairies performed
in joyous fashion
But as all good things must
end, the time came to say good-

VFW Men and Auxiliary will meet
The Ladies Auxiliary and men of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
will have their annual family Christmas dinner tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at

Willis Center, North L.P Miller St., Murray Veterans and veterans widows

from local nursing homes are invited.

Club Ladies' luncheon planned
The Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday, Dec. 16, at the club A social hour will start at 11:30 a m and lunch
will be served at noon. Reservations should be made by Monday, Dec. 14,
by calling Doris Rose at 753-3690 or Della Miller at 753-2721

Revival planned by Dexter Baptists
bye Clara slipped hack irom her
world of enchantment with visions of magic castles and sugar
plums and was off in a dream
world all her own, last asleep."
• • • •
While we are in the mood, do
you remember John Greenleaf
Whittier's poem. "Somehow not
Only for Christmas."
"Somehow not only for
Christmas '
But all the long year through.
The toy that you give to others
Is the _joy that comes back to
you.
And the more you spend in
blessing
The poor and lonely and sad,
The more of your heart's
possessing
Returns to make you glad"

Revival servies at Dexter Baptist Church will start Thursday. Dec 10, and
continue through Saturday, Dec 12 The Rev Jerry Islorsworthy, pastor of
Blood River Baptist Church, will be the speaker for services to start at 7
p m. Prayer Band will start at 6 30 p m , according to the Rev Paul Bogard.
pastor, who invites the public to attend.

III
Green and Chaney vows
said at Episcopal Church
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Chaney

Musical program planned at Carter
The Fourth Graders of Carter Elementary School will present a program
on 'What Shall We Do For A Christmas Play This Year?' on Thursday, Dec.
10, at 12:30 pm. at the Carter School Gymnasium, South 13th Street, Murray. Joan Bowker, music teacher, invites the public to attend this special
musical program

Julie Kathryn Green and Joseph G. Chaney III were mamed in a
recent ceremony at Si, Mark's Episcopal Church, Geneva, Ill.
The bride is the daughter of Jerome and Kathy Green of 909 South
Batavia Ave., Geneva, Ill.
Parents of the groom are Joseph G. Chaney Jr. and Lynda Pocock
Chaney of 308 Oakdale Dr., Murray.
Fr. 6. Richard Lobs Ill officiated. Music was presented by Barbara
Weshmeier. organist, Lorene Weaver, flutist. and Laura Weaver,
harpist.
The church altar area was decorated with two large floor arrangements of curly willows, pink gladioli, star gazaer 'allies and ivy.
Single floor candelabra adorned either side of the altar. The church
pews were decorated with large white and fushia bows, star gazer 1111ies and ivy.
Given in mamage by her parents, the bride wore a silk shantung
sheath gown. It had a sweetheart neckline with puffed off-the-shoulder
sleeves and a basque waist. The gown was adorned with reembroidered Alencon lace with pearls and iridescent sequins.
Her chapel length detachable train was edged in lace. Her veil was
of illusion in lengths of elbow, fingertip and detachable chapel
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Huff of gathered by a pearl and sequined silk alencon shantung and lace bow
Rt 2, Box 131. Clinton. are the attached at the crown. She wore diamond and pearl earrings, gift of
parents of a daughter. Juliana her parents. Her silk atockings with diamond pearls were won by her
Michaelle Huff, born on Monday. mother for her wedding 27 years ago.
She carried a bridal bouquet of star gazer lillies, stephanotis, white
Nov. 30, at 3:35 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The roses, pink bridal roses, cascading white freesia, phalanopsis orchids
baby weighed seven pounds 13 and Bells of Ireland.
Danielle Johnson of Racine, Wis., was maid of honor. Bridesmaids
ounces and measured 21'A
inches. The mother is the former were Lorry °end of Racine, Wis., Leslie Winstead and Chanon ChaRebecca Woods. Two sisters are ney, sister of the groom, of Murray, and Kim Clements of Owensboro.
The attendants wore two-piece floor length sheaths of fushia shanLeah and Anna.
Grandparents are Paul and tung featuring peplum jackets adorned with pearl and rhinestone butNancy Woods of Rt.-8, Mayfield. tons. They wore matching pearl earrings and bracelets, gifts from the
bode Their bouquets were of casablanca Mlles, cascading white
and David and Betty Huff of Rt
freesia, Bells of Ireland, stephanotis and phalanopsis orchids.
2, Clinton.
David Winstead of Murray was best man. Groomsmen were Mark
Miller and Tommy Zamhella, Murray. Joe Jeffries, Muscle Shoals,
Ala., and Mike Alexander, Owensboro. Keith Green, brother of the
CAP
bode, was usher.
447in
The groom, fathers, groomsmen and usher wore tuxedoes in a modern
fit of dark gray stripped with vests and satin lapels. The groom's
6,19IF
••,,̀444t.
boutonniere was a single pink rose with white freesia. All other bou2
.
19
tonnieres were white bridal roses.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed at Dunham
wI
Wood Riding Club, Wayne, Ill.
Christalas
Opulent tables were covered with an array of fruits, cheeses, vegetables, meats, seafood and sandwiches. Two chefs carved roasted turkey and prime rib Servers circulated with trays of appetizers.
Tables were adorned with white linen cloths. Each table had a
black wrought iron candelabrum rising two feet with an explolegged
-.,oss
sion of fresh flowers and ribbons to compliment the bridal colors.
Reg. $8.00
The four-tiered wedding cake was of basket weave design decorated
with fresh roses in various shades of pink and phalanopsis orchids.
December 8-14
The
The white cake had alternating layers of lemon curd, raspberry filling
and butter cream
'
Music was provided by the band, "Confetti" from Chicago, Ill.
of Gifts
The couple spent their wedding night in the Honeymoon Suiter of
Southside Shopping Center
Chicago O'Hare Hilton, and the next day the couple left by airplane
4110
‘
for Dunns River, Jamaica, for a week.
753-6798
'WIPP
lor
4111APP
Mr. and Mrs Chaney III are now residing in Murray. The bride is a
senior social work major at Murray State University. The groom, a
senior occupational safety and health major at Murray State University, is also a Marine reservist with the 8th Tank Battalion at Fort Knox.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Riverwalk
Restaurant overlooking the Fox River at Geneva. Covers were laid for
45 persons.
The day after the wedding a brunch was held at the home of the

Overeaters Anonymous will meet
Overeaters Anonymous will have an open meeting on Wednesday. Dec.
9 This will be at 5:30 p m. at Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive, Murray.
This is open to all interested persons OA is a fellowship of men and women
from all walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem —
compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to
stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics program
There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

ASQC meeting planned Thursday
Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society for Quality Control will
have its regular monthly meeting on Thursday. Dec. 10, at Holiday Inn, Mayfield John Dew, manager of training at Martin Marietta, Paducah, will be
speaker. The meeting will begin with the social period at 6.30 p m dinner at
7 p.m. and program at 8 p m For reservations and additional information
contact John Wallace at 1-251-2248.

Huff baby
boy is born

Special effort now underway
A special effort to help as many people as possible during the holiday
season is being coordinated through the Family Resource Center at East
Calloway Elementary School, Murray Professional Firefighters Association,
Murray-Calloway County Need Line, helping trees at Wal-Mart and K-Mart
arid other agencies, groups and individuals of the city and county. Donna
Herndon, center director, said a volunteer has placed the names of families
in special needs in a computerized list in the hope that none of the families
will be missed. Sponsors are needed for these families and children. This
can be a Sunday School Class, Study Group, civic club or an individual.
tho rn3riv fnmthae
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Any person, church, class, club or group interested in sponsoring families
for the holidays are asked to call the Resource Center at 753.3070 or the
Need Line office at 753-6333, and if no one is there, leave a message on
the answering machine.

Dorcas Class meeting on Thursday
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a luncheon
holiday meeting on Thursday, Dec. 10, at 11:30 a.m. at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn Roberta Tarry is teacher of the class. Martha Farris, class
president, urges all members and associate members to attend

0

Gospel singing planned Saturday

-40

'A Classic Christmas' in Concert will be Friday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Featured willb e The Nelons and
Wendy Bagwell and the Sunlighters Tickets are $7 at the door or $5 in
advance. Advance tickets are on sale at all area Christian Bookstores. Special rates will be for groups of eight or more. This is being sponsored by
Christian Radio Station WVHM at Hardin. Ticket orders may be mailed to
KingsWood Promotions, Rt 1, Box 211, Almo, Ky. 42020. For other information call 759-1979.

SPECIAL!

Door Mats
$650

Chapter 50 of DAV plans dinner
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary will have
American
their annual Christmas dinner on Thursday. Dec. 10, at 6 p.m at
will be
Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Meat and drinks
furnished by the chapter and members are asked to bring vegetables,
salads arid desserts. All American Legion Post 73 members and spouses
are invited to meet with DAV chapter for this special event

Treasure House

CCHS Class of 1983 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1983 will have a 10-year reunion
in June of 1993 Sortle of the members have not been located. If any one
knows the addresses of some of the members, please call Nyle Torsak,
436-5808

Blankenship Circle will meet

You Are Invited To Our

Christmas Cantata

bndc's parents for out-of-town guesLs.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple included. A kitchen
shower given by Nancy Knight of Geneva; a bed and bath shower
given by Lee Busker and Carolyn Middleton of Geneva; a brides-

"Hope Was Born"
••••.,

presented by the Chancel Choir
Lee Kern, Director

Senior Adults to go to Princeton
The Senior Adults of First United Methodist Church will meet Friday, Dec
11, at 10 a.m. at the church to go for a tour of Adsmore home at Princeton
Cost of the trip will be P. The group will eat lunch at Patti's before the tour
and go shopping at the 011-Price Mall following the tour Persons are asked
to sign up and pay in the front office of the church by today (Tuesday). The
group will return at 5 p.m.

maids' luncheon by Mary Bopsk of Geneva; a coffee given by Marilyn Miller. Gail Hendon, Anita Poynor and Ginny Richardson at the
Miller home in Murray.

Sunday,
December 13
During 10:45 a.m.
Worship Service

Guild of Organists will meet

HOME IMPROVEIAENT
SPECIAUST
JEWELER`,
Chestnut Shoppinif
Murray. K.

Qualified Nursery Care

on Fifth Street

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

4•01.• •

,7*.afr1
124., -

•

4'iliCT

NOW
OPEN
UNTIL 8pm
ITU-DAYS &
SUNDAYS I pm - 5pm

First Christian Church
North of the square

Blankenship Girds of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
Women will meet Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 630 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant
This wit be the annual Christmas dinner. Presenting the program will be
Clarkie Butterworth.

al4

.*

.a.4 4/*

Social Security representative here

Bred Haugh. Owner
P0 Box 1064 Mummy, KY 42071

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be at the
Calloway County Public Library, Murray, on Tuesdays, Dec. 8 and 22, from
1030 a.m. to 12:30 p.m

(502)753-0210

;.
104

The Anwican Guild of Organists will have its annual Christmas Carol
Song 'and Party on Friday, Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Kathern and
Edward Nadwton, East Heacock St. at Totem Pole, Jonesboro, Ill. Singing
of Chnstmas CIVOIS will be accompanied by members of Southern Illinois
Chapter/Ave playing the Newton's Austin pips orpan. A holiday meal prepared by the Newtons will b. served. For carpool information or other info,rnabon, coated Jim Patton, Banton, 1-527-0009.

Vinyl and Aluminum Siting
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Endosures
'Wolverine
*CartinTiied
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
'Maw
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
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CALENDAR

Careful Manipulation
Tomorrow: High expectations

Tuesday, Dec. II

Wednesday, Dec. 9

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star/6 p.m.
potluck meal/Masonic Temple.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
am.-noon; A.R.K./5 p.m. and
supper with Jean Gcurin;
Choir/6:30 p.m.

:30
Murray Lions Club/6
Club
's
Woman
p.m./Murray
House.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K 5 2
•75
•A K 94
•K Q6
EAST
WEST
4J6
4 Q8 3
•A K 6 3
•10 98 4
•J 10 7 2
•Q 6
•8 7 4
4.1 10 5 3
SOUTh
•10 9 7 4
V Q J2
•853
+A 9 2
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
1+
Pass
1•
4*
Opening lead — ten of hearts.

Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer meetingf7 p.m.
and Adult Choir/8 p.m.

Murray TOPS 034 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer servicef7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Wesleyan and
Ruth Wilson Circles/6 p.m. at
home of Barbara Erwin; Chancel
Choirf7:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
In
en
Alcoholics Anonymous/op
Legion
erican
p.m./Am
meeting/8
Maple
Hall, South Sixth and
Streets, Murray.

First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/12 noon; Christian
Family Fellowship pot-faith
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf7 p.m.

CWF Group III of First Christian Churchf7:30 p.m. with potluck with Betty McCord, hostess,
and Glenda Roos, program.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Sharon Wells Group/12:30
p.m. with Rcita Moody; Louella
Beddoe Group/7 p.m. with Susie
Malone.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

FIVE GENERATIONS — Arles Byars holds his great-greatgrandchild, Emery Titsworth. Seated left is Dawn Titsworth,
g
great-granddaughter of Mr. Byars and mother of Emery. Standin
left is Jimmy Rowland, grandson of Mr. Byars, grandfather of
Emery and father of Dawn. Standing right is Elizabeth Rowland,
daughter of Mr. Byars, great-grandmother of Emery, grandmother of Dawn and mother of Jimmy.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Horoscopes

Grace Baptist Church events
include Preschool/Children's fellowship and business meeting/7
p.m.; Sunday School Video
Seminar/8 p.m.

But when you give the matter
further thought — because you're
constitutionally opposed to losing a
contract it's possible to make — you
come to the conclusion that the situation may not be as desperate as It
seems. All you need is a moderate
amount ofluck to make the contract.
Accordingly, you cash the queen
of hearts, AK of clubs and A-K of
diamonds. You then breathe a silent
prayer and lead a trump.
As it happens,West must win the
trump with the queen.Obviously this
is his unlucky day,because all he has
left in his hand is a heart and a club
— and nary a diamond.
Whichever card he returns allows you to ruff in one hand and
discard a diamond from the other,
thus making the contract and proving that battles can sometimes be
won by simply fighting on.

Even at the highest levels of the
game,there is nothing extraordinary
about landing in a contract where —
after dummy appears — the chances
of making it appear very slim.
But many such contracts come
home safe and sound if you keep your
cool and give them your best effort.
Sometimes you make these hands
because of a lucky lie of the cards,
and sometimes you make them by
combining the right amount of luck
with the right amount of skill.
Here is a case in point. You are in
four spades and West leads a heart.
East cashes the K-A and shifts to a
club, which you win with dummy's
queen. It looks as though you must
lose a spade and a diamond and go
down one. In fact, after you cash the
A-K of trumps, this outcome appears
certain.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, Ws my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...
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First United Methodist Church
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SPORTS
UK gets psyched
up for game with
Eastern Kentucky I

No Deal
Deal drops out; Cason prepared
By STEVE PARKER

asi«

lawny Ledges a Thais Spiels
6

Murray State's search for a new head football
coach was in the middle of the first on-campus
visit when the number of candidates dropped from
five to four.
Mike Deal, offensive line coach at the University of Illinois, withdrew his name from consideration and will remain in Champaign.
"Mike called me and said that he was committed to us. but after reflecting and talking with his
family he decided he needed to stay at the Division I level," Murray State athletic director Mike
Strickland said after the first press conference on
Monday.
"I'm sorry he chose not to come. We valued his
candidacy highly," Strickland added. "But we
have four good candidates and I'm confident we
can get a coach to put Murray State football back
where it needs to be."
Strickland said there is a possibility that the
10-member search committee will name a replacement candidate for Deal. "At this time we'll proceed with the candidates we have," Strickland

By MIKE EMBRY
A. awe Writer

said.
Strickland's announcement of Deal's withdrawl
came on a day that reserved for Morehouse College head coach Craig Cason.
Cason, who turned 33 last Thursday, arrived on
campus Sunday evening and met with Murray
State boosters before facing various other campus
comsutuencies on Monday. "It's been challenging
to say the least," Cason told members of the media
from the Tennessee Room in MSU's Curtis
Center.
University of Louisville offensive coordinator
Gary Nord will meet the press today, followed by
University of Georgia assistant coach Dicky Clark
on Wednesday and Elon College head coach Leon
Hart on Friday.
Murray State is looking to replace Mike Mahoney, who was asked to step down by the university
on Oct. 27. Mahoney's Racers posted records of
2-9. 3-8 and 2-9 the last three seasons.
Rebuilding programs and experiencing coaching
changes are nothing new for Cason, who underwent coaching changes as a player at Howard UniIII TURN TO PAGE 9

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky coach Rick Pitino hopes his
No. 3 Wildcats can equal Eastern
Kentucky's emotional level when
the teams meet tonight in Rupp
Arena.
There's no doubt that Kentucky has the players to dominate the
game. but Pitino is worried that
ElatCrIt Kentucky may be riding
an emotional high about playing
its famous instate rival for the
third straight year.
"Emotionally, we have to
match Eastern Kentucky's emotion, and then we have to continue to grow ourselves as a
basketball team because we're so
young and green," he said MonSTEVE PARKER/Ledger a Tomes photo
in Wildcat Lodge.
day
Morehouse College bead coach Craig Cason will face a similar
has posted victories
Kentucky
turnaround situation should be get the call front Murray State.
over Wright State (81-65) in the
season opener and No. 17 Georgia Tech (96-77) last Saturday.
Meanwhile, Eastern Kentucky
has defeated NCAA Division 11
Northern Kentucky 81-71 and
Division Ill Thomas More 79-51,
First-year Eastern Kentucky
held back an offer of arbitration Magowan for S100 million, put it
Mike Calhoun prefers to
coach
because they were afraid Bonds all on hold Sunday night when he
improvement rather
about
talk
might accept. But, with Bonds said he would not be responsible
upset for his
major
a
posting
apparently gone to the Giants, it for paying Bonds if the sale was
,
squad.
not approved.
sure seemed that Pittsburgh had
"Instead of it being a war,
blundered.
Several owners were shocked
we're going to try to win small
"Good," Bonds laughed when and angry that he had been
battles along the way," he said.
he heard what had happened.
Dffered so much money. But
"I think we've got to break down
Bonds' tentative agreement Richard Ravitch. head of the
the game in specific areas. We
was put in place with the group Player Relations Committee, said
have to look at the game as a
trying to buy the Giants.
chance to get better and improve
deal was not discussed
Bonds'
But owner Bob Lurie, who is
meeting
ourselves."
in the process of selling the team during an owners'
Monday.
to Safeway Inc. chairman Peter

Giants, Bonds continue to work on league's richest deal
By BEN WALKER
AI Apse% WOW

_ LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A day
after their deal was written off at
the last minute, Barry Bonds and
the San Francisco Giants got
back on the same page
Three sets of lawyers representing Bonds. the Giants' current ownership and the group trying to buy the team spent most of
Monday working on a settlement
that would stick

By the end of a long evening,
well past midnight, it looked like
an agreement was near.
"All sides are working on it
and we're close to hiving all
.sides agree." said Rick Thurman.
one of Bonds agents. "There are
a few more technicalities to need
to be worked out."
Even so. no one wanted to say
the S43.75 million, six-year contract — the nchest in baseball
history — was absolutely a done
deal

Bonds, who came in from California believing the deal would
be announced Sunday evening.
stayed in town for another night
in hopes that the contract would
be completed this morning.
One thing was certain —
because Bonds' old club, the
Piusburgh Pirates, did not offer
him salary arbitration by midnight, they gave up their chance
to get two high draft choice as
compensation for losing him.
The Pirates were said to have

Flash latest victim of Lady Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
mum? Loiter II Time Sports

Editor

In 1990. Murray High girls'
head coach Jimmy Harrell wanted
his Lady Tigers to slow down,
hut teams ran by them In 1991,
he wanted to speed up, hut his
team wasn't prepared for the uptempo style Finally, in 1992.
Harrell has the players and the
desire try. turn it up
LOht Oak was the latest team,
and the fourth this year, to feel
the heat of Murray's high-octane
style' After jumping out to a 16-9
lead Monday night, the Purple
Flash was burned under the Lady
Tiger pressure from the second
quarter on and fell 62-42.
Murray is now 4-0 on the
young season, its best start in
several seasons. Harrell looked at
the four successive games as a
"up-off tournament." If there was
trophy. they'd get it
"We're 4-0 now and I'm
pleased with that," said Harrell.
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who started 3-0 last year but fell
to Lone Oak. "We started off
with a young team and they
responded."
So far everything has gone
according to HatTell'S predictions
— the team's quickness and athletic ability have made up for
lack of experience and early season mistakes.
That was never more evident
than on Monday night.
Murray started the game shooting 1 -for-9 to allow Lone Oak to
bust out to a seven-point first
quarter lead. Though the shooting
remained cool, Murray's defense
in the second quarter heated up.
Lone Oak managed just two
points in the second quarter and
Murray jumped out to a 21-18
halftime lead.
"As the game progressed our
quickness showed on them," Hu-

rell explained afterwards. "When
your shots don't fall you get
demoralited and timid."
Lone Oak was a fngid 1 -for-14
in the second quarter and misfired on five free throw attempts.
If it was bad in the second quarter, it got down right ugly lor the
Flash in the third.
Lone Oak cut the lead to 21-20
with a putback to start the third,
but Murray clamped down on
defense and scored the next five
points for a 26-20 lead. Lone Oak
cut it to 26-24 before the bottom
fell out.
Lone Oak committed nine turnovers in the final four minutes
of the third quarter and watched
Murray breeze by them on
offense dunng a 15-0 run. Sophomore Bonnie Payne scored eight
points in the third to help Murray
to a 41-26 lead.
"We had to get into a full-court
game and we weren't doing that
early in the game," Harrell said.
"Our press got them rattled and
that helped."
Freshman point guard Stacie
Thomas led the sconng for MurII TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE PARKER/1009,r a Timis photo

Murray High's Sarah Snyder fights off two Lose Oak defenders to put up a shot Monday night in
the Lady Tigers' fourth-straight victory.

Houston Oilers declaw Bears as the losing continues
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Spot% Wrilor

HOUSTON (AP) — The Houston Oilers found the Chicago
Bears in another giving mood on
Monday night.
The Oilers, capitalizing on two
of three Chicago turnovers, beat
the Bears 24-7, ignited by a
26-yard interception return for a
touchdown by Rabbit McDowell
and Webster Slaughter's 6-yard
touchdown catch, set up by Ray
Childress' fumble recovery.
The Oilers (8-5) remained in
the running for an AFC wild-card
playoff berth and the Bears (4-9).

continuing to wilt under their

own miscues, lost their sixth
straight game.
"This game was no different,
we had to win last week and we
had to win this week," Oilers
quarterback Cody Carlson said.
"Now we have to win next
week."
Houston did no more than copy
what other teams have done to
Chicago this season. The Bears
have lost 26 turnovers and the
opposition has produced 17
touchdowns and two fields goals
from the errors.
Houston's defense also had
five quarterback sacks.

McDowell turned a sleepy
defensive struggle into a 10-0
halftime Oiler lead with his theft
and Brad Muster's third-quarter
fumble was recovered by Ray
Childress, setting in motion the
same scenario.
"We were looking for a spark
arid it felt good," McDowell
said. "I was very close to going
out of bounds. When I caught it, I
was going toward out of bounds.
"It was very close."
Houston's Lorenzo White kept
the game from being close. He
gained 116 yards on 20 carries
and went over the 1,000-yard
rushing mark.

'"That was a beautiful interception by Bubba," White said. "It
motivated us on offense to get
out there and score some points
and not let the defense do all the
work."
Chicago's record losing streak
was eight games in 1978 and
they've lost six games in a row
five times, most recently in 1989.
Chicago's record losing streak
was eight games in 1978 and
they've lost six games in a row
five times, most recently in 1989.
"I don't know what else to
say," Bears coach Mike Ditka
said. "They didn't do anything in
the first half. It was 3-0 and then

we threw them a turnover. That's
something we've learned to do
very well."
After trading defensive
punches through the first quarter,
the Oilers finally took a 3-0 lead
on a I9-yard field goal despite
the anxious demands of Oiler
fans wanting a touchdown on
fourth down from the Bear 2-yard
line.
Carlson's third-down pass to
Slaughter got the Oilers a 16-yard
gain for a first down at the Chicago 29 and a 10-yard pass interference penalty against Lemuel

II TURN TO PAGE 9
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Act ion s6z Rcattio
MURRAY MIDDLE BASKETBALL
MurralchloAiddle
ol
School eighth grade boys defeated North Marshall
Middle
at home last night 44-43. Coach Scott Turner
said a strong
fourth quarter effort brought the Tigers from
for the win.
Courtney Kent led the team in scoring with 14.behind
12 while Allen Thompsondumped in six. Al PlanMarkenny Foster added
David Poyner netted tour. Marcellous Foster, who scored five and John
was injured in the second quarter, sank three points.
Murray Middle now has a 3-1 record.
•Two players scored a total of 34 points for the Murray
Middle School
eighth grade gins team. Sara Williams and Jean
x led their team to
a 34-31 virlory against North Marshall Middle Maddo
School.
William scored 20 while Maddox added
points and pulled down 9
rebounds. Coach Rusty Back said the team14played
a very good game.

broke it open."
It was expected Duke (3-0)
would have trouble getting ready
Duke is back in its familiar for the Huskies just two
days
spot - atop the AP poll - and after it beat then-No. I Michi
gan
back doing what it does best - 79-68 in one of the bigges
t earlyracking up comfortable wins over season matchups ever.
There
outgunned opponents.
wasn't much of a problem, howThe No. 1 Blue Devils rolled
ever, as the Blue Devils built a
to an easy 103-72 win over 10-point lead just over
five
Northeastern Monday night, giv- minutes into the game
and
ing coach Mike Krzyzewski his stretched it to 50-29 at
halftime.
300th career win at the school.
In other games, No. 2 Kansas
downed Emporia State 91-56, No.
The Blue Devils haven't lost to 6
Michigan beat Detroit Mercy
anyone other than an Atlantic
92-77, No. 7 Seton Hall defeated
Coast Conference opponent in 49
Miami 65-56 and No. 25 Nebrasstraight games.
ka crushed The Citadel 86-46.
"I was pleased with tonight,
In Conway, Ark., the longest
coming off the Michigan game," winning streak
in college basketKrzyzewski said. "I thought we ball came to
an end as Central
would play very hard and we did. Arkansas
defeated Oklahoma
We broke away the last five City 84-75,
ending the Chiefs'
minutes of the first half. In the 63-game unbeat
en streak. Oklansecond half, I thought we estab- homa City is
an NAIA Division I
lished inside and that kind of school.
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
sp Ilemste Wray,

CALLOWAY MIDDLE BASKETBALL
After an awesome first half, the Callow County Middle
School Lakers
downed South Marshall Middle School ay
46-42.
The Laker, took a 13 point lead at half-time to put
the game away. Josh
McKeel led the sowing drive with 11.
Craig Butler added seven. David Greene,
n Hester and Sean
Stonecipher each scored five points. Jeremy Stephe
Chapman dumped in four
and Russell Lencki contributed three. Josh Morton
, Josh Lassiter and
Trent Ringstaff each scored two.
'Calloway County Middle School eighth
girls lost to South Marshall Middle School 24-34 last night. Thegrade
team is winless so tar this
season.
Chrissy Stubblefield led Calloway in
g with 10. Holly Leslie
grabbed six rebounds and Ashley Stonerscorin
five off the boards.
Their next game is a triple header at home pulled
against Mayfield Thursday at
4:30 p.m.

•No Deal...
FROM PAGE 8
versity and as an assistant at
Princeton. In both cases, the
changeover proved successful.
Most noteably, Cason earned
recognition for turning around a
struggling program at Morehouse,
an NCAA Division 11 school of
approximately 3,000 students in
Atlanta.
The year before Cason's arrival at Morehouse in 1991, the
Maroon Tigers won one game. In
his first season (1991). Morehouse posted a 6-4-1 record,
which represented the biggest turnaround among Division 11
schools.
"One of the biggest reasons
Craig is here (interviewing) is
that we noticed that when he
went to Morehouse they were 1-9
and the program was pretty bad,"
Strickland said. "He went 6-4 his
first year.
"That situation is very similar
to ours," Strickland continued.
"That's what attracted us to him."
"My approach here (MSU), as
it was at Morehouse, is to build a
foundation where players can be
the best they can be," said Cason,
a native of District Heights, Md.
"It involves an installation of
pride, motivating and getting
people charged up about Murray
State football."

One of the first things Cason
did at Morehouse was to adopt
the slogan "The Pride is Back."
In addition to pasting the slogan
on letterhead, Cason constructed
a banner that the players had to
touch before going out to the
field.
"We put it high enough so that
the players had to lift their heads
up to touch it," he explained.
"That happened before we played
an ounce of football."
Starting 0-3, Cason's first team
began learning how to win and
things "steamrolled" after that
and they won their next six
straight games.
Cason's two-year record at
Morehouse is 12-9-1. Following
his 6-4-1 mark, Cason's Maroon
Tigers went 6-5 this year to post
the school's first back-to-back
winning seasons in history.
To recreate that situation,
Cason is aware of the financial
obstacles in his path should he be
named Murray State's next head
coach. He faced similar financial
roadblocks at Morehouse when
he arrived.
"I'm not scared of the financial
problems, but obviously some
things at Murray State and in the
conference that need to be worked out," he said. "I have confi-

dence in my ability to put a good
football team on the field."
In regards to football philosophy, Cason said he prefers a
multiple package on offense with
a lot of formations, while his
defense would be "tenacious and
aggressive."
To accomplish that, Cason
would have to bring in talented
athletes. He feels he can.
"I would establish a touch area,
a four-hour radius around Murray
State," said Cason, who added
that he intends to dip into Florida
and Georgia. "And you also need
to find some pockets that will
help.
"I've got to get out and my
wife understands that. She keeps
the food warm," said Cason, who
was leaving Murray and heading
to California and Texas on a
recruiting trip.
In addition to football-rich regions of the south, Cason said he
will get back into the high
schools in West Kentucky and
the immediate area.
If hired, Cason would be Murray State's first black head coach
of a major sport. He is aware of
the many intricacies of that issue.
"There are many talented
coaches who are black," said
Cason. "It's not that big of an

•Losing continues...
FROM PAGE 8
Stinson put the ball on Chicago's
6-yard line.
But two incompletions and a
4-yard gain by White was all the
Oilers could muster before Al
Dcl Gre.co's kick.
The game appeared headed for
a 3-0 halftime when McDowell
stepped in front of Peter Tom
Willis' pass intended for Neal
Anderson and ran down the sidelines 26 yards with 44 seconds
left in the half. It was the first
touchdown of McDowell' fouryear career.
The Oilers thought they had an
interception in the second quarter
when cornerback Jerry Gray ran
down an overthrown pass by Willis but he was nagged for inter-

3

1=•.

Duke maintains momentum
from last season's victories

fering with Anthony Morgan,
nullifying the theft.
Despite a 17-0 lead, the Oilers
fans booed coach Jack Pardee's
decision to have Del Greco
attempt a 48-yard with fourth
down and one to go at the Chicago 30. Holder Greg Montgomery
bobbled the snap for a 15-yard
loss.
That ignited Chicago's only
touchdown, a 17-yard pass from
Willis to Anderson on the first
play of the fourth quarter. A
20-yard pass interference penalty
against cornerback Chris Dishman on a third-and-19, kept the
drive alive.
"I don't think 1 played very
bad," Willis said. "We tried to
establish the running game and
we did that. We had good plays,

III Flash latest...
prised that we're 4-0, I knew we
FROM PAGE 8
could do it."
ray, putting up 20 points. In her
Senior Veronica Lamb added
last three games, the 4-10 blur six points
and freshman Sarah
scored 23, 22 and 20.
Snyder led all rebounders with
"I'm very surprised," Thomas eight.
said of her success on the varsity
Murray will put their 4-0
level. "It's a little bit rougher record on the line Friday night
than in eighth grade."
when they host perennial power
While Thomas' play has been a Marshall County in a
surprise to Harrell to some doubleheader.
extent, the play of his veterans
"They know this is a district
has not.
game and we want to be a factor
Payne and senior Renee Horn- in the district," Harrell said.
buckle continued their fine play,
"We'll have to come out,
putting up 17 points each. So far, hustle and play hard," said Thotheir quickness inside and out has mas, who understands the chalgiven teams problems.
lenge of playing the Lady Mars"We're playing with each other hals. "I'll have to work a lot
better than we did last year," harder, but I'm looking forward
Hornbuckle said. "I'M not sur- to it."
4
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they just didn't work."
The Oilers answered that with
White's 1 -yard touchdown run
with 9:40 left in the gamc, putting the Bears away.
"For us to have a chance
tonight, we needed William and
Sean to have big games," Pardee
said. "We're looking forward to
the next three games. I'm looking
forward to them."

issue, only that there are so few."
Cason said he realized that in
some situation black coaches
enter the hiring process as a
"token interview." Strickland
squashed that notion as it pertains
to MSU: "He's definctly here
because of his record, his performance and what he's done."
Cason is confident he is what
Murray State needs to bring its
program back to where it was in
the late 1970s and early '80s - a
challenger to Ohio Valley Conference title.
"Don't let my age or experience fool you," he told members
of press, "I'm prepared for a role
of leadership. I think I have Godgiven talent and it has paid of in
many situations."
Cason is married to a high
school classmate, the former Evelyn Booth. They have two sons,
Kyle and Reginald.

(Comma"! & RooldoMMI)
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invitation trial sale in
November, Peppers is
now taking the offer
public. We feel that
you the customer will
appreciate a genuine
"No Haggle" price.
Test Offer Ends Dec.
31st, 1992

1-800-325-3229
Local (642-3900)

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

sow pEP•ERS

CHEVROLET

14
1
3
3,4

Teasley's
Semi a Wee Yes. 130Gems
pm

Call or
Stop in Today

extend a special
invitation to tour
a manufactured home
designed and furnished
by MSU students.
December 8 thru 20
Sundays 1:30-4:30
Daily I:00-5:00
In front of K-Mart,
Murray
For more info call

PAGE

Year End
(No Haggle) Offer
•\

Al GIM'ERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

600 Tyson Ave • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

lOidsmobde

9

FOOTHILL.
CONTEST

Our
Weekly
The '93's
Are In
Stop By Today for a
Test Drive!

opposing teams
To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the
official entry form
listed, choose the w inner and fill it in next to the corresponding number on your
be announced on next
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25 and will
total game scores or is
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who guesses the
one entry per person.
closest to it. The tic breaker is listed on the entry fonn. Contest is limited to
are ineligible.
Times
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger &

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

S. Houston vs. Green Bay

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
St

Your Complete
Golf Shop
ProLine Equ,pment
Repair Service

14MtieRCAth
.
4
(
4,

61
753-2282
102 N. 15th St.

6 Kansas City vs. New England

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

Tackle A Pizza at Gatti's!
I—

T
2 All-You-Can-Eat

2 All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza & SpaGattl
Lunch Buffets

Pizza & SpaGattl
Dinner Buffets

Only $699

Only $599
4. Detroit

vs. Cleveland
1

— The best pizza in town. 7itsfeAti—

Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Dec. 12, 13, 14

StiCe '

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

,

20
Denver
28
(Saturday) "Buffalo
This year Denver won't make it that far, as
10-7
game,
p
championshi
AFC
in
the
year
last
91
and
1090
both
in
Broncos
The I3ills beet the
Buffalo should prove in this game
. 22
N Y Giants
24
"Phoenix
Phoenix will end
think
we
but
upset,
mild
a
it
Call
31-21
Cardinals
the
beat
the
Giants
as
yards
167
In October. Rodney Hampton rushed ior
its losing steak against N Y, now eight games long
. 28
"Washington
31
(Sunday) Dallas
four games.23-10 The Cowboys will
In the first Monday-night game of the season. Dallas notched its third win over Washington in their last
make the Redskins playoff chances slim indeed
Cleveland
26
"Detroit
so 'the Ons-get. the.home-held'nod
Judging by wins arid losses the Browns would be the favorites. but ths looks more Ike a new-tossup,
13-10
won
Detroit
played
In 1989 the last tine they
19
Green Bay
27
Hanlon
but not many
yards
of
lot
up.
run
has
Bay
Green
edge
3-2
a
fvking
the
Oilers
with
years.
20
in
These two Warns have met only five tmes
points it may not even get the yards against Houston's D
14
New England
30
.
"Kansas City
much closer. With the AFC
In their only game in the past 10 years,the Chiefs pounded the Patriots 37-7 two years ago,and this one wonl be
West lie within reach. K C won't be letting up
27
San Francisco
28
"Minnesota
49ers have won four of the
The only dfference in this game,a possible NFC championship preview, may be the Vikings' home dome The
last five games they've played. but Minn won last yew 17-14
23
"LA Rams
' . 32
New Orleans
N 0 has hit its
then
Since
goal
field
Andersen
Monen
late
a
on
13-10
losing
close.
it
kept
A
L
When the Saints and Rams met in October,
stride while the Rams have stumbled through tie schedule
16
Indianapobs
22
"N Y Jets
penalties If they play
The Colts* 6-3 ovennne win over the Jets earlier this year was a comedy of dropped passes, missed held goals and
that way again in N Y the boos will be deafening
10
29
.
PhiLadelphis
-ea thatthe score shouldn't too tar off that of their last game.
The Seahawks have such an inept offense and the Eagles such a solid defense
in 1969 won by Philadelphia 31-7
13
"Chicago
27
Pittsburgh
won
Bears
tie
and
—
g
themselves
embarrassin
were
Bears
the
and
strong
were
Stealers
the
Three years ago, when these two last played,
easily, 20-0 Don't count on that happening again
16
Cincinnati
26
"San Diego
bottom feeders, but
The Bengals have won two straight against the Chargers in '88 and '90 Both teams started the year looking like AFC
this time Cincinnati will find itself looking up
18
Atlanta
24
"Tampa Bay
other Both are better at losing,
the
dominating
of
capable
is
team
neither
year
this
but
417,
Bucaneers
Falcons
the
bombed
the
Last year
having given up many more points than they've scored
24
LA Raiders
31
....
(Monday) **Miami
nse to the
to
tend
and
played,
they've
times
eight
last
the
of
out
seven
them
have
beaten
Raiders
the
The Dolphins are the better team,but
occasion for this kind of game MI be dose
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217 S. 12th Street
759-9885
11. Pittsburgh

vs. Chicago
I
.I,

t
'
,
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LAST WEEK'S WINNERS
619 S. 4th St. •

12. San

753-6831

Jerry Herndon
At. 3
Murray

Diego vs. Cincinnati

_

Ricky Sheridan
Rt. 1
Murray

and

We had a tie! Jerry and Ricky each had only two incorrect picks and
guessed the closest (41) to the total San Diego vs. Phoenix (48).
Buffalo vs Denver

sa,o
14d
,
Sq 4

-

8. New Orleans vs. L.A. Rams

110

1 A Winning
jCombination

ADVANTAGE:

369;5

Cain's tfil

Keith's
Lawn &
Tractor Center --

CHRYSLER-PLYUOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448
10.

Philadelphia vs. Seattle
1

759-9831

80 E Main

UNIVERSITY

Compare our auto
and homeowner rates

=TIRE AND AUTO
We've teamed up
with reity
ire, for
quality and value!

Give us a call for a quote.

Ross Insurance,
7
Agency

We now a o service • nt
Master. A paintless dent
removal system.

Ronnie Ross and Danny Ross

753-0489
9. N.Y. Jets vs. Indianapolis

6th & Main

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
INO'S

•
•

How You Like Pizza At Home
Carry— Out Special

One Large One Topping Pizza

$4.99

Expires 1-343
Vr1 at pareopeang stores only No vaki wrl, any crew,oiler
Prices may vary Csdnorner pays sales tax relowl
Didivery area twined to ensure Sale driving Our &were oarry
less than $2000 Our drivers are not penalized lor Ione
2.

Phoenbt vs. N.Y. GIonIs

Name
Address
Phone

3. Dallas vs. Washington
753-4994
1406 Mein

M- OFFICIAL ENTRY FOR
exact total score of
the
Pick
Tie Breaker:

Tampa Ray vs. Atlanta
Points

My Pick

1

7.

2
3

8.
9

4

10.

5.
6.

11
12

et
paZi

11110111kt)K
i
(:1
.
DeitiefAMV Thc:
"y'
7. Minnesota vs. San Francisco
753-6666
.

.

All Entries Should Re Maikd or Dropped Off

1 Large Single TopIn Pizza
5 95
1 Order
Breadsticks
4. Tax
2 Lit r Drink
,, ,Ilt
Limited Time Only

At:

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Kv 42071

All entries must be malted to the Ledger & Times by Frklay,Dec.110r In our office by

FrL,Dec.11 at 5 p.m.
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Classified
i\Nor:NCEM1
Legal Notice
010
Notice
020 ......
Personals
025
Cerd of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050.

1.101Elts MARKE
Farm Equipment
190
370....Livestock & Supplies
........ Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

Help Wanted
& Childcare

060

Situation Wanted
090
100 ............Business Opportunity
instruction
110

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560

Fre* Column

570

Not*

Redo'

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 76 per
toot Makes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for. comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and 'nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pock,et
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $652 in 1992.
For more information
call.
McConnell
Insurance Agency

025
Persons!,
MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic. gifted from God Speaal $500 502-554-7904
05n
Lan
And Found
LOST nng in or near Shoney's Restaurant, Sunday
Nov 29th Call 753 5314
Reward

753-4199
our 29th year ofservice-

060
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTS Manage
Trainee, self starter professional Sales and delivery included Apply in
person, Colortyme. 408 N
12th, Murray

KFC would like to
let you know about
our catering service. If you're having a special dinner
or party we would
be happy to cater or
deliver your order.

AN Ohio Oil Co offers high
income, plus cash bonuses. benefits to mature
person in Murray area Regardless of experience,
write ML Read, Alubco,
Box 426, Dayton, Ohio
45401

We also have meat,
vegetables & fruit
trays available.

Murray &
Mayfield, Ky.
753-7101

Temptations
qestaurant
6th & Maple

NOW OPEN
I I 1.m. -2 p.m.
ANNUAL Christmas Sale at
Paris Landing Country
Store 20% off all sales over
$1000 entire month of December Open 8am until
dark every day Hwy 121,
)ust before Hwy 79 Look for
helicopter
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1 800649-38O4
MOSS Heltsley and
Frankel Tobacco Floor,
Hoplensvolle KY 2nd and
Virginia St We have room
to sell your tobacco before
Christmas Ernest Lawrence, Floor Manager,
502 885 3090
RENT A Jolly Santa Claus,
years of experience Beaut
rful suit and accessories
Available for parties or inch
viduals 437 4373 after
5a71

Uglp Duckling
.
wers
ciacz
Locations Coast to Coast

Mobile Humes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rant

365

For Sale Or Lease

300 ........---....Bunness Rentals

420

Home Loans

430

Real Estate

310
IRANSPOR I \ I lir\
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
i.
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Beate & Motors 360

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Loam

460

Homes For Sale

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 489-2303

BREAKTIME Billiards, located in Dixieland Shopping Center Murray, KY
Serious inquiries only
759-9303, business hours,
open lpm daily or
442-2900 LuAnn Edwards
owner

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121 Murray 753-6981

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specia
lizing in criminal civil
domestic and insurance in
vesbgations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

PARK Rangers Game
wardens security, maintenance, etc No exp necesFor info call
sary
219-769 6649 ext 7159
8am 8pm 7 days
WANTED barmaids waitresses, dancers, WO plus
weekly Doll House Cate
Paris TN 642-4297,
6pm 2am
WENDY s is now hiring for
all shifts Day and night
Apply at Wendy's Murray
daily between 2pm 4pm
Ask for a manager
WE'VE got a *state of the
art" product that's in great
demand To earn higher
than normal income, pin
our sales staff Call
753-9999 for appointment

120
Computers
COMPUTERS Sales 8
Service free set-up 8 training horne/office Hawkins
Research, 753-7001
IBM PC Junior, dual drive
640K 2-color monitors (40
8 80) Epson printer $695
753 1319
NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer $195
753-7001
140
Want
To &Pi
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
DUCK or geese decoys
753-8766

070
Dame*
6 Childcare

OLD gas, oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone Jugs with
advertisements on them
Ask for Larry at 753 3633

papers Mon.-Fri. 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 3:30-4:30; must have dependable
vehicle.
Apply at:

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, Ky. 42071

ORION and Rockford Fos
gate amps Coustic eq ,
Onon speakers 753 4666

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invest
gations Southside ShopREMODELING Sale GE ping Center Suite 8102
cooktop with vented hood, Murray, 753-2641
GE built-in oven. GE retrigerator 2-door, frostfree,
270
all avacado Kitchen Aid
Mobile
dishwasher AN in good
HOMO For Isle
working condition Floral
1470, 38R trailer, tron
sofa with chair. Chair.
fireplace, lots of exdeck,
boys
pool table. Like new
Call day 753-8477,
bicycles: 20 dirt bike and tras
after 3pm 753-7201
24" 10 speed street bike
753-6116 days 436-5810
after 5pm
ROCKING horses all
sizes In time for Christmas
753-6249
WORLD Book speaal for
Christmas, $150 off Call
Mary Hamilton 753-5570,
160
Heim
Fungicide.*
GOLD hide a-bed $50
Brown Naugahyde vibrat
ing recliner, $30 759-1051

1973 ROYALE 12x65 2br
bath, $4500
1/i
753-6464
1983 2BR with outside
building, stove and refrigerator, partially redecorated
Great starter home
753-7336
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

KING size waterbed w/
accessories, $150 Call at
ter 5pm 753-9597

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
75P-0940
Clean Used Furniture, Appilances. and klisc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo
160
Sewing
klachines
DUE to death Bernene
model 740E sewing machine mounted in a 3001
oak cabinet with electric lift
This a a new, never used,
$1390 combination with full
warranty on each unit For a
reasonable offer and a
wonderful Christmas
purchase, please call
753-3764 evenings
II

Opens

Wessel
HAND made knives
753-2498
210
Arwood
A-1-A FIREWOOD, seasoned oak, $30 rick delivered, $25 rick pick-up
492-8254,
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
WOOD for saki, $30/rick,
seasoned oak 474-8086
220
linked
NEW Fender electric with
Peavey Amp Great Christmas gift 753-5467
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
UPRIGHT piano with mirror, $200 753-5995
2-10
Miseellineaus

Full-time Classified Ad Clerk/Receptionist.
Must have computer knowledge, good typing
and proofreading skills. Must work well with
the public. Apply by sending resume to PO Box
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071

No phone calls please.
Temporary typesetling position open Must
er.
or pagemaker.
have experience using adwrit
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
42071

No phone calls please.

GO Certificates Available
1211 South to Old Bolen Road
Wed.-11st. Id saa.-5 pas., Bun. 14 pak.

The Murray Ledger & Times

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now otters U S and foreign
coins at Hobee's Goon and
Card Shop, 102 North St
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stemps and stamp suppiies we 'featured along
with our coins and can
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Gen.
est in Murray) We appraise
moose and we active buyers of coins and stamps_
Cal 602-763-41411

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Diwount 2nd RUA,
6011 Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Witnin 6 Day Period
$175 per column inch eztrs fa Tuesday Shoepine Guide)

4 CAR clean up shop of
}ice paved lot air
753 4509
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time full time, small,
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
320
=
Aani
1, 2 3, OR 4br furnished
apartments, nice near university 3br house 1604
Main St . central gas heat.
a/c, near campus
$450/mo 753-6111 days
753 0606 nights
1BR $195/mo .
1608 College Farm Rd
Available 12/15 753-6733
after 5pm

25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide., $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

360

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR university Newly remodeled apt Large Irving
room 2 large bedrooms
kitchen dinette with range.
refrigerator disposer and
dishwasher Plush carpet
Central electric heat and
air Insulated to TVA specs
Ample closet space
Washer-dryer hook-up
$325 deposit $325 month
Available January first
753-4560, 9am-4pm
NEW 1,140 sq h duplex, all
gas, central air, appliances
plus dishwasher, utility
room with wid hook-up,
quiet area. avail 12/15,
lease and deposit, no pets
759-1087

WANTED 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished apart
ment w/male Water and
1BR furnished apartment, garbage included
close to university, some $120/mo Call Bob at Troputilities paid Call 753-8756 ics Tanning Salon,
or 753-9101
753-8477, for information
1BR newly decorated nice Available Dec 1, 1992
arid dean $200/mo low
utilities 753-8767 or
753 2339

Fee Rent
Or Wee
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on, Canter
)
Drive behind Shortayes"
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

For Sole
Or Leese
3BR 2 bath condominium
753 3293 after 6prn
370
Livestock
6 bandies
HUDSON Company Sad
dies Brides 8 Horse sup
plies 753 4545 759-1823
753 6763

BULL Tema puppy, AKC
brindle and white, male
$150 Paradise Kennels
502-753-4106
CHRISTMAS PUPS
Champion bloodline AKC
registered Boxers Take
delivery in 2 weeks or can
hold until Christmas
$200-$250 753-2511 or
759-2549

ENJOY this Christmas in a
new home from Volunteer 1 OR 2br apts near down2BR brick house beside
Homes Well give you the town Murray 753-4109
East Elementary
best home for your hard
HAVE an obedient sate
deposit re- dog for show or home
earned dollar, and you'll be 1 ROOM effiaency apart- $275/mo
wing your family the 'best ment, very near MSU, quired No pets 753-8.848 Classes or private lessons
Christmas gift ever' Only available now Coleman before 8pm
Serving Murray for over
5% down on new and used RE, 753 9898
t2yrs 436-2858.
2BR house south of Lynn
homes with no payments 2 BEDROOM duplex
until next year Volunteer GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
Grove, $200/mo Deposit PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915
Homes, Hwy 79 Parrs TN $355 discounted rent Cen- required Call 753-4195
140
901-642-4466
tral heat Lease deposit no 4BR house newly decorpets Refrigerator, stove, ated, $450/mo for 3 indivipryabout
HEY Dadl How
dishwasher included
duals or family, $500/mo
ing your family the nice
759-9874
for 4 individuals 2br brick DELICIOUS SWEET POhome they deserve for
Christmas 3 bedroom, 2 28R apartment in North- house nice neighborhood. TATOES' Just $13,bushel
bath, double section home wood Call 753-0521 or nice and clean, $375/mo Order (Arty for holidays
753 8767 or 753-2339
759 4989
for only $975 down and 759-9240
$203 per month Total price
STELLA area, 2br house, 1
Volunteer 2BR carpeting drapes ref,
$18,900
hook-up, bath, w/c1 hook-up,
Homes, Hwy 79 East, dishwasher, wid
central hia, $350/mo De- $250/mo Deposit required
Pans, TN 901 642-4466
posit required No pets 489-2390 after 6pm
BOB Haley Real Estate
'JUST in time for Christ- 753-9240
Sales Appraisals, Property
360
mas Bank Repot $500
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
2BR duplex on Story Ave.
For Real
down. $174 per month
Apstreet
end
dead
REALTY of
Loam
Or
bath,
KOPPERUD
2
14x80 3 bedroom
pliances furnished, central
fers a complete range of
nice home 1988 model
1300 SO FT of office Real Estate services with a
Also free delivery and set- ft/a, no pets Lease and
space located in downtown wide selection of quality
up Must see at Volunteer deposit required
area 753 4790 753-1362, homes, all prices
753-7185
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79 East
753 3125
753 1222
4466
Pans TN 901 642
2 OR 3br duplexes, central
furnished
appliances
QUALITY built, energy effi- h/a,
cient homes at affordable Coleman RE, 753 9898
prices' If you compare qual- 5 ROOM apartment or ofity, insulation, set-up and fice space located at 703 S
options, you will find we 4th St See Canos Black Jr
have the best housing at Black's Decorating CenNew 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient,
value Dinkins Mobile ter or call 753 0839 or
brick home with 2 full baths, fireEast
79
Hwy
,
Inc
Homes.
436-2935
Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891
place, central heat and air, vaulted
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
dishwasher, range, wall to
ceiling,
1br duplex, Hwy 280
wall carpeting, skylight, conven$275/mo , deposit re280
753-8848
pets
quired, no
tionally built on crawl space over
Mobile
before 8pm
1550 sq. ft. for only $48,900.
Homes For Rent
HAZEL Apartments Hazel
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
KY is now renting You
electric or gas Walking dos
must be 62 handicapped,
lance tc college 753 5209 or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
TRAILER for rent 2br
Equal
Satisfied Customers Since 1958
stove refrigerator washer more information
Housing Opportunity
and dryer, on private lot
(502)582-1800
(502)554-3267
Hwy 80 East of Hardin
TAKING applications for
Basement & Garage Optional
$200 plus depsoit
section 8 rent subsidized
502 354 8880
apartments 1 2 8 3 bedApply Hilldale Apts
rooms
285
Hardin, Ky or call
Mabee
502 437 4113 EHO
Horse Lots For Rent
Terry
VERY nice clean. 2br, cenMOBILE Home Village
tral h/a, laundry hook-up,
Tatlock
available now $75imo , in
no pets 641 South
dudes water Coleman RE
Licensed
492 8634
753 9898

NO DOWN PAYMENT
TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

Agent

NCE PARTS
APPLIA
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
F nowte

14olpo'nt

kitchen
.
4,00

GE

sears

westinCiP°usemaytao

NS
WARD ELKI
753-1713
Murray

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including: ContinentaLGeneral, CNA, Employers Health, ICH,Frittipal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
., •
Terry at 7534199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Flopkur.villo F (qi Sov Bldcl

Court Square

0

•

s4

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information

•

&

r

Reader Ads:

Apanments
For Rent

Articles
Foe Sale

NOW hiring all shifts part
and full time positions available Apply in person,
McDonalds 107 N 12th,
Murray

Display Ads

320

250

Business
Opportunity

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Will train
Up to $800 wkly Call
219 769 6649 ext H-239,
9am to 9pm 7 days

Computers
120
130 .....-...-.....For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
180
Equipment
195
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
T V & Radio
260
Pete & Supplies
380 ..........

Lake Property

Apartments For Rent

150

112 So. 12111
Murray, KY 42071

Great gifts for giving or
decorating your home.
Daily shipments of lamps
and Christmas shades,
Christmas afghans, ornaments, watches, herb
&
trees
Christmas
wreaths, Father Christmas, pewter & stoneware.

Want To Rent

Help
Wanted

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

By Way of
the Grapevine

270

hainees
Senfitile

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

MEMii%NOISE

I ATE SALES

Mobil* Home* For Rent

280.

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
150
future/ We have 22 JOB
Articles
OPENINGS for people beFor Sais
DEGREED Accountan
tween the ages of 16-22
seeks permanent full-time 2 LARGE office desks with
years. if you are not in
position. 15* years experi- credenzas to match 1 high
school Call 753-9378 five
ence in Gil, A/R. A/P and back office chair on rollers
days a week between
P/R Call 489 2877 or write
1988 Panasonic FP 1530
8 00arn-3 00pm We are an
Accountant Route 1 Box Genesis color on color cois
This
funded
protect
EOE
Murray KY 42071
pier Utility topper and tool
by the Western Kentucky 284,
Private Industry Council SEWING lobs wanted, in- box for full size pick-up
truck 753-1970
JTPA
cluding formal wear
753-1061
ASHLEY wood furnace
opportuni
EMPLOYMENT
Log splitter Small air comDes are now available for
100
pressor 753-6156
individuals with disabilities
Business
or special eduatxm high
BOGARD trucking and exOpportunity
school graduates through
cavating, inc We haul top
the JTPA program Anyone $17,000 GETS YOU soil gravel, fill dirt, while
who is interested in the TURN-KEY Automotive rock, rip rap 759-1828
program may call 759-1965 distributor route Billing ac
ENCYCLOPEDIA Amerfor an appointment
counts $60,000 Estabicana Extremely competeforIllness
years
6
lished
ENERGETIC caring LPN
inven- tive For more tnformabon
needed for 2pm lOpm shift ces sale Truck and
Call call 753-7587 after 200
at F3ritthaven of Benton tory included
FRED'S Home Crafter
Apply between Sam 4pm 417 532 5133
Woodwork on sale DisMon Fri
BUSINESS Loans, all played at University Tire,
1406 Main St Ph
types. Call Mon -Fri
XXXXXX3000000000(
8 00am 3 30pm
753 4994, 759-4675 Items
DOLL HOUSE
X 502-545 3616
X
made to order
CAFE
X
X
Exotic Damon
x
X
Hirt 79 East Paris, Tenn.
I
X Mon.-Sa S p.rn.2 ant
Accepting applications for responsible
X
X
901-642-4297
person to answer phones and deliver
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

America's Second Car

RI U.

Irt.t1. F.,i1.41/.. RE I ‘I

ABSOLUTELY Clean, ExBABYSITTER needed to perienced, dependable
care for three year old boy cleaning service Home or
in home and perform light office References Call
housecleaning Refer- Kimberly White, 436-2569
and antique furniences required For addi- CLEANING Service Will USED
tools. quilts.
glass,
ture,
call
tional information
do weekly and holiday 474 2262, 901-642-6290
436 2848
cleaning Have references
DISTRIBUTORS for all na Call 492 8238 436-5330
WOULD like to buy horse
rural products, good money WILL stay nights with el
trailer or small stock trailer
Call
and incentives
deny Call 753-4590 after (used) 753-0516
436-2000
5pm

KFC

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

110l1tti: Mon.-Fri. $ a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday g a.m.-12 p.m.

060

020

02n

Wanted

I I(

S R V ICES
Insurance
120
230 .............
Business Services
250
290
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
630

MISCELLANEOUS

I \MAIN ,i1F NT

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
Immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916
( II

Classified Ad Rates

8111115321ENTS

I() PIACI.: AN Al) CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
.Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
.Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
.. Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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MSU Rodeo Team competes in
intercollegiate tournament

CLASSIFIEDS
1 a

410
Real
Estate
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Penn, Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jean 13ed Bel
Air Center 502 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780

Like
Prcperty

1986 GRAND Am LE
4 door bleak with grey interior loaded. 83xxx miles
$3700 Cal aher 5pm
753-6885
1986 HONDA Accord L.XI
2 door hatchback while
blue int 5 sp nswckjtch
and brakes 90xxx mges.
radio sic $5 500 obo Call
after 5pm 753 9658

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

$1441eS
WNW

bovine
WNW
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Vainpool 30. yews exBOBBY
piorienc•
HOPPER. 436-5646
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic hank
nitidiallon repair. repitoe
mem 759 1515

The Murray State University Rodeo Team made an impressive
showing at the intercollegiate rodeo
held Nov. 19-21 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Nine MSU students placed in
specific events and added points to
advance Murray State's team rating
in the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (NIRA).
MSU dominated the bullriding
event as they pulled in three winners. Daryl Dotson, junior agribusiness major from Jonesboro. III.
rode to a 1st place finish in the first
go-round, 2nd place second goround,and 1st place average. David
Sharp, senior agri-business major
from Jonesboro, Ga placed fourth
in the average.
Bronc riders Mark Watkins, junior pre-vet major from Hazel, and
Corey Wigginton, senior political
science major from Princeton were
both successful in saddle bronc
competition with Watkins finishing
in 2nd place for the second goround;and Wigginton receiving 3rd
place, first go-round and 4th place
average. Watkins, who also rides
bareback broncs for MSU earned
1st place in the second go-round of
that event.
Team roping honors went to
David Wright, junior agri-business
major from Canal Winchester,
Ohio, who scored 3rd place in the
second go-round and 2nd in the
average; Todd Slykhuis,junior animal science major from Raleigh,
Ill., and Shay Miles, sophomore

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
paining, plumbing, con-croft Free estimates Cal
474 2307

CuliTem TC1401 GAMOW T
CUSTOM IMOODWORILING
Al Types Of

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand den driveway rock 753 4545
753 6763

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS.
BALL Travis trucking for instailetion. repair repleoe•Drop by & see our showroom
swim
gravel dirt fill sand seas mont Backhoe service
SOS suiveurtv siunnav
7s1sec
1986 MERCURY Sable IS. rock, np rap and backhoe BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
V-6, whits. anted windows, work 474 2779
machine repar
arni1m. dd. loaded $4000 BOBS Plumbing Repair SEWING
K•nn•th Barnhill
7594627
Rumen
work
All
Service
753 2674
4
1967 DODGE 600 Web teed 753-113
SHEETROCK finishing
sic. recently overhauled CARPET and vinyl install&
conditioners
Service on all brands window air
textured ceilings Larry
$1950 469-2606
dryers
washers
eon and repairs Glen Babfreezers
netngerators
Chnsrnan 492 8742
microwaves dishwashers gas & oiectric ranges
1987 SILVER Nissan Ss 759-1247
SOUTHERLAND AND
Santa XE. 4-door 4-cyl
CARPORTS for car and
LONG Construcbon Home
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
mileage
low
Cc,
auto wilh
Pucks Specal sties for repairs and remodeling
n-KeivInator-Emerson-Brown
Tappe
excellent condition $3200 motor homes boats RV's
rooting room additions
rfirCX)DED buitiing lots in Call 762-6255 Wore noon and etc Excellent overate
foundation work Fret est
•All Repairs Are Guaranteed
excellent
....yriwood Heights City wa
1986 CHEVROLET Cele- bon high quality
NO Os too big or
mates
cables,'
1664
ter riaarar gas
753-5341 or 753-1270
brity Eurosport 22,000 value Roy Hill. 759
too small Ca/ Sal Con
stein 3 310 miss or 94 miles. 11-Cloor lease. V-6
day or
3870
753
ey
n
Chlnin
structio
Chins
CHIld
west from Murray City Lim
multi port engine tilt
Sweeps has 10% senior night
its 6% simple interest A
cruise stereo bucket Wizen discounts We sal
ble
availa
nancing
STARKS Remodeling and •
seats console, Rally chimney caps and screens
753 5841 or 753 1566
Building Additions roof
wheels $5500 759-4831
435-4191
Iry vinyl siding Free est
1991 CORSICA IT
mates Excellent refer
COLSON S Home Repair
loaded mint oondbon Re- Remodeling carpentry
snaps Cal 492 8238 or
must 5•111 painting and plumbing
duc•el
492 8873
753-2799
436-2575 after 5pm
SUREWAY Trot I Stump
142 ACRE twm 3 miles 1991 PLYMOuTH Acclaim COU N TE R TOPS custom
Removal Insured with full
West of Groggier() 80 LE loaded 49 000 miles
ine of equipment Free estrailers offices
Homes
saes in timber 58 sass wi 759-1274 after 5pm
timates Day or night
Wutff's Recovery Murray
C RP -less acre lake in
753 5484
4.q
5560
436
1992 BMW 3181
Knights of Columbus Hall
front held Beautitur house
will sell for
at
boded
red
Main
and
Repair
Dinh
KY 94 woe! to Johnny Robertson Row
CUNNINGHAM S Heating T C
place 4354265
$21 500 Only 37xx moles
tenance Electrical- CieanService Corn
Coding
to
So Hsi* Rosa eight on Sc Has Road "4 mKe
aryl
sour
ATTENTION Hunters 101 Ca/ 753 1668
pine installation and ser- irq Sewer 1210/1212 Mein
NON-PF101,1T ORGAIMIZMION
of
wrest
f. 10 110 111.811C
(
acres 9 miles
Call Gary at Street 753 6111 office
vice
1992 CHEVROLET Cairn
1033 Murray
Box
P.O
6
Hazel ios of deer and
753-046
5pm
after
0606
753
aro Z 28 Black extenor 759 4754
turkey $35000 '59-1701
with grey cloth 57 liter
DRYWALL finishing re- THE Gutter Co Seamless
tuneport automatic full pairs addle:ins and blow
aluminum gutters, variety
power compact disc IN ceilings 753 476 1
of colors Licensed inplayer 6000 miles 6
sured Estimate available
yew 76000 nide no deduc759 4690
Call
G1 E SBOROu Gm home tible warranty
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
sales at Sears
FENCE
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
hard2
Serious
1959
901-64
leaturing 10 ceilings
2310
753
Sears
Call
now
cleaning
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Center
Service
wood floors and a tovely buyers only Leave name
for free estimate for your
servicing $15 most repairs
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
greatroom with fireplace and phone a
needs
$35 New location Route 1
Add rie iiveabikry of a for
Roofing and Welding
KEE Jeep
85
CHERO
A mo Open 9-12 1-5,
mar *fling •oorn 4 bed
GENERAL Repair plumb
condition 4 door
good
0
753-053
Fri
Akin
ing roofing tree work
rooms 3 baths 2 huge /3200 Call after 6pm
wadi in 010601S and you
436 2642
7
189221
VINYL siding. Inrn and gutnave value wie eiegance
D WALTERS
ter work cleaning and re
Just reduced to /137 500 All CAR stereo retaliation GERAL
Rooting vinyl siding paint
pairs panting Free estiMIS 84230 Kopperuel Re- and stereo repair 30 yews
irig Free estimates 18 mates 753-7612
experience World of
alty 753-'222
years experience Local re
Sound 753-5865
WALT'S Mobie Home Re
HOME for sae on Quiet
ferences 436 2701
pas Soundproofing. rubstreet in oider secton of CAR Stereo Instaltetion
RING By Soars
ber coatng for rook, parkown near Murray lAddle 753-0113. Surest Bouts- GUTTE
Sears res•denttal and corn
ing lot sealing. flat rook
Schad 3 4 bedroom Nome yard Music Murray's Al
rriercsal continuous gutters repaired 502-436-2776
totally redecorated and pine Car Audio Specialist
installed for your specifics
oocu
te
immedia
for
block
1
ready
Dixieland Center
Home or Office Computer on-site
bons Call Sears 753 2310 WINDOW TINTING TOM
heat.
gas
486
from MSU dorms
Pency central
-2944
502-443
GEERDES
service and sales. Select 386 or
for free estimate
centrai electric cooling
mN
s)ste
tible
compa
Ca
1990
IBM
Chevy
Sale
FOR
Property also includes nice
44xxx miles arnim
Hawkins Research
garage apt with 2 car gar raker
HADAWAY Construction
/
2
9
6
5
a/c
stereo
$75000
at
age Offered
Call 10 AM- 10 PM
Home remodeling paintContact Bill Kopperud 753-9240
-panty
ing walpaixor ca
/ MasterCard accepted
VISA
Kopperud Realty
hoot covering No pob
753 1222
Used
FREE to good home fesmall 436 2052
Tweet
male cako cat. 44 years
NEW 2br duplexes gas
car
do
ekll
MAN
HANDY
t,,,ci„
old spayed. Male tabby,
heat 1800 sa Ii
g
F-250
plumbin
/978 FORD
pentry electric
44 years old, neutered
682 500 Call for appoint 4 wheel Onve 489-2862
and genera repairs Cal 759 1943
mem 753 4873 after 6pril
753-0606
1988 F-ORD Ranger 4 cyl ,
PERFECT STARTER
plus
000
37
HOME Improvement Spe
auto aic
HOME PRICED *4 THE miles bedliner tool box
oaks! Vinyl siding win$30S 3fx hying room sharp $6500 firm Phone dows carports and patio
kitchen I bath dining 753-7852
enclosures 753-0260
'Dom utility Washer and
healed over.
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP) that the skin had
K B ASSOCIATES Can
dryer and appliances inon the federare
eagles
Golden
era construction remodel
— A necropsy revealed that the
cluded 501 S 9tn St
species,
ered
endang
of
list
al
trig garages decKs pabot
ipMississ
rn
753 7027
Southe
University of
a fedng
shooti
the
interior trim 753-0834
makes
which
pi's golden eagle mascot was
TOTALLY redecorated and 1967 28 GEORGIE Boy
police
ity
Univers
.
offense
eral
ng.
KITCHEN CABINET RE
shot and died of lead poisoni
renovated 3 bedroom motor horns 18 000 miles
gating.
investi
were
home on 1 acre lot Located bought new in 19198 one CO VERY existing doors &
mascot
s
school
the
Nugget,
frames me, gioodgrain for
between Murray and Ken owns', r•al sharp
1987, was found dead in its
since
esti
Free
ive
colors
all
Attract
mica
tucky Lake
The school's alumni associa753-2967
pus cage Sunday. It had
on-cam
y
S
Recover
mates Wulff
home and attractive price
spent up to 54,000 a year to
tion
body,
in
its
pellets
n
seven shotgu
Murray 436 5560
„lust reduced to $62 50C
including
Dr. John Palermo said Monday. care for the eagle,
Sof- tact Koppertrl Realty
student
for
t
suppor
ship
I/4570
scholar
MIS
753 1222
He said the eagle had been
LEAF and limb mulching
home repairs Free shot at least six weeks ago and
small
trainers.
170
15 BOAT I 1Qhc inooard estimates 753-7612
motor needs some work
liebtrrielse
LEES CARPET CLEAN$500 4892862
ING For MI your carpet and
.989 YAMAHA Blaster
LANDAU pontoon boat
uphoistery cal 753-5827
4 reveler excellent condi
motor and trailer $3500
estimates
Free
tion S'45C Call after 1443-8549
ncy water removal
Emerge
5 30prn 492 8504
LICENSED for etectric arid
gas 753 7203
liMw
011wed
MURRAY area Odd lobs
Bored MSU freshman T J
yard
ountry
1
A
TOWN/c
14
Goo195/70/
uSEC tres
762-4967
trim
ping
landsca
mowing
dyea• Eagle CT black wall
trimming tree removal light PLUMBING reparman win
mounted and balanced
hauling Free estimates
same day service Call
/125 • tax Key Auto Parts
Tim Lamb 436-2528
0
753-550
436-5255
South
Hwy '2.
Al TREE Service Stump
namoval and spraying Free PLUMBING - Free estiestimates 753-0906 after mates Affordable rate
5pm 7599816 753-0496 Same day sennce All work
492 6616
1969 NOVA drag car race A-1 TREE removal & tree guaranteed
reedy 427 BB engine com- Vanning Ught hauling I REFINISHING stripping.
plete 1968 original odd 'dm; Free 'gametes custom woodworking
Corvette biodt 492-8306 436-2102 ask for Lake
753-9066
after 5pm
CarpenALPHA Builders
1978 MONTE Carlo $500 try remodeling porches
753-1134
roofing concrete drive
painting merite
1978 PONTIAC Gamins ways
n
V-8. auto, air, $450 nonce etc Free Nieme
3
489230
7
753-546

LAKEFRONT LIOUIDA
TIONI Doable *electron
on Barkley Lake 3 5 saes
was $29 900 NOW
$19900 Woods views
ready tor vacation
retirement home 3. sae
lase access $7900 Fi
nanang Woodland Acres
Cal 800 858 1323

APPLIANCE REPAIR

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

,rirr

Ar?

RJR HOME REPAIRS

00,0
.

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

Computers
753-7001

School mascot shot

animal science major from Anna,
Ill., earned 4th place in both the
second go-round and average.
Marne Plowman, junior pre-vet
major from Girard, Ill., was
awarded 3rd place in the second
go-round and 4th place first goround and average, for goat tying.
Rodeo fans from across the region were in abundance during the
three-day event in what MSU team
adviser Dr. Dwayne Driskell termed
"the best auendance for the Saturday night performance since 1984."
A highlight of opening night
activities included a special tribute
to Murray State President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth; Dr. Thomas B. Auer,
dean,College of Industry and Technology; and MSU Rodeo Booster
Club President and Vice President,
Bill T. Barton, Murray, and David
Wilcox, Paris, Tenn. The entire
rodeo team gathered in the Expo
arena and presented plaques to the
foursome for their display of cooperation and dedication involved
with the preservation of the rodeo
program at MSU.
Murray State is one of 18 schools
that comprise the Ozark Region of
the NIRA. Students accumulate
points by competing at 10 NIRA
rodeo contests throughout the regular season. First and second place
regional qualifiers advance to the
national finals held in Bozeman,
Mont. during the summer of 1993.
Spring semester competition includes a repeat performance at the
Exposition Center March 18-20.
MSU is the only school in the Ozark
region that hosts two annual intercollegiate rodeos.
For additional information on the
rodeo program at Murray State,
contact Dr. Eldon Heathcott, chairman, department of agriculture. al
(502) 762-6927.

Expo will
feature open
riding Dec.9

The West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center will be available to the public for open riding on
Dec. 9.
Persons may bring their horses to
the Murray State University facility
from 5 to 10 p.m.The first two hours
arc reserved for inside arena riding
only. Participants may use the remaining time for specific event
practice.
According to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks,open riding began
after several area horse owners
expressed an interest in using the
facility to practice riding in an
inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the Expo Center at
no charge as a service to the region.
The Exposition Center is located
on Hwy. 1327 (College Farm
Road). For more information on
open riding or any scheduled events
at the Center, call Kirks at (502)
762-3125.

Professionally Cleaned
In Your Home.
Inquire about our other services:
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning,
Wood Floors • Restoration Services
Call 759-1707
for • FREE estimate.

U.S.
CALENDAR MEN
at the

DOLL HOUSE
One Nlte Only Dec. 9, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday Night is Ladies
Admission - $IO Per Person

Mitt

BYOB
*

Hwy. 79 E.,

Paris,

Phone 642-4297 *

Tenn.

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 9

JCPenney

111

Murray

% OFF

1962 TOYOTA Cebu GT.
5-speed paipb at $1950
489-2809

AL S hauling yard work.
Psi removal mowing Free
sgernates 7591683

1934 OLDS Delta 88
Black 2dr, loaded one
owner, exaseent condition
111xxx mks Cal Judy-at
Pent Plus 759-4979

ANY remodeling building,
painting, roofing Refer snows 7591110

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
Most owls
.
1984 PONTIAC Fiero (Feria..Mews
80xxx moles well main in Nock on my Puce hi
tared since now runs and molt and pens warranted
drrves great $2250 obo Ask for Andy at The Ap733-9270 leave message pian°, Worts, 733 2456
1965 BUICK LoSabre Urn
lied Collector's Edition
Full power only 12 nix
maws Call 753- 4935

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drewemits hauling,foundatiore.
We 7994844

CHECK
YOUR
AD

Adverssers are requested
to cheek is first onsersen
of ads for my *RCM The
Marne Ledger & Times wit
be responsible for only
ONE'CORRECT INSERTION Ant error strauk1 toe
reported ~nettles* as
oonesions can be made
CHIECX YOUR AD care
IUD/ and notify The Ciaaa•
led Advenlairq Department rwriediewer in came
of an VW

753-1916

I"

'Must Present
Coupon

price!
You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular
ys!
One item only. Just in time for the holida
nce items May not be

salon, gift wrap, fragrances, or sale or cleara
coupon.)
(Does not include gat certificates, catal)g, styling
t, or in combmation with any other JCPenney
accoun
on
I redeemed for cash, used for Payment
I Valid Wednesday, Dec. 9 Only
III

OM MO EMI OM IMO 11 IN=

imm

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6181

IMP MO MB MI NM MEM

JCPenney

4

•

74t

•T;

9
.

•- k

i

ri
3rezma-,Jr
imp I., a

m.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
'Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Looking Back

Today in history
are
Today is Tuesday, December 8th, the 343rd day of 1992. There
23 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
decOn Dec. 8, 1941, the United States entered World War 11 as it
In
Harbor.
Pearl
on
attack
the
after
day
a
Japan,
lared war against
Roosevelt
D.
calling for the declaration of war, President Franklin
called Dec. 7, 1941, "a date which will live in infamy."
On this date:
American
In 1776, George Washington's retreating army in the
to
Jersey
New
from
River
Delaware
Revolution crossed the
Pennsylvania.
ImmacuIn 1854, Pope Pius the Ninth proclaimed the dogma of the
was free
Jesus,
of
mother
the
Mary,
that
holds
late Conception, which
conceived.
was
she
moment
the
from
Sin
Original
of
minister
In 1978, Golda Melt., who had served as Israel's prime
80.
age
at
Jerusalem
in
died
from 1969 to 1974,
New
In 1980, rock star John Lennon was shot to death outside his
fan.
deranged
apparently
an
by
York City apartment building
to
In 1986, House Democrats selected majority leader Jim Wright
O'Neill.
"Tip"
P.
be the chamber's 48th speaker, succeeding Thomas
held
Ten years ago: A man demanding an end to nuclear weapons
with
up
it
blow
to
threatening
hostage,
Monument
the Washington
.
standocf
ten-hour
a
explosives he claimed were inside a van. After
the
out
turned
it
police;
by
death
to
shot
Norman D. Mayer was
were no explosives.
Mikhail
Five years ago: President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader
to
agreed
superpowers
the
which
under
treaty
S. Gorbachev signed a
destroy their arsenals of intermediate-range nuclear missiles. The
Israeli"intefadeh" (Arabic for uprising) by Palestinians in the
began.
occupied territories
Soviet
One year ago: Russia, Byelorussia 'and Ukraine declared the
as the
known
be
to
alliance
new
national government dead, forging a
Kimberly
patient
"AIDS"
States.
Independent
Commonwealth of
Bergalis, who'd contracted the disease from her dentist, died in Fort
Pierce, Florida, at age 23.
ComeToday's Birthdays: Actor-director Maximilian Schell is 62.
Gregg
singer
Rock
53.
is
Galway
James
Flutist
59.
is
Wilson
Flip
dian
is
O'Connor
Sinead
Singer
39.
Allman is 45. Actress Kim Basinger is
25.
Thought for Today: "So long as governments set the example of
theirs."
killing their enemies, private individuals will ocdasionally kill
(1856-1915).
author
American
—Elbert Hubbard,

Ten years ago
Calloway County Conservation
District Supervisors were honored as the state's outstanding
program for 1982 at a recent
meeting. Pictured are the supervisors who are Clifford White,
Albert Wilson, Oveta Bogard,
C.H. Guthrie, Larry Hale, Jamie
Potts and Thomas Armstrong.
Kela Conley, Columbus Waldrup, Marty Futrell, Kevin
Adams, Kenneth Bazzell, Chad
Lewis, Kevin Ray Adams, Lannie
Muz and Tim Dugger are pictured
with deer taken while hunting.
Cromwell Hauge has a display
of her pastels on display at Calloway County Public Library
through Dec. 31.
Calloway County High School
Lakcrs beat Fulton City 74 to 61
in a basketball game. High team
scorers were Craig Darnell for
Calloway and Bransford for

Fulton.
Twenty years ago
More than 3.05 inches of rain
have fallen in Calloway County
since last night, according to
John E. Scott, official local
weather observer. Murray Ledger
& Times Staff Photographer
David Hill has photograph today
showing the six inches of rain
over the "rattlin' bridge on old
Concord Road this morning making the road impassable.
R.L. Cooper of Calloway
County Health Center talked
about "Veneral Disease Eradication" at a meeting of Theta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club held at club house.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hasty, Nov.
29, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Smith, Nov. 30.
Brenda Newberry, Kyko Cooper and Lillie Boren were elected

as officers of Murray Firetts.
Thirty years ago
Robert H. Hum, superintendent
of Murray Water & Sewerage, is
president of Kentucky Association of Water and Sewage Plant
Operators Association.
Charlene Beasley was named
as winner of the "Mrs. Murray
State" contest, conducted by
Dames Club at MSC.
meeting held at Frankfort.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Boyle, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Johnson, a
girl to mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Leon
Henley, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Smith and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Jewell.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat New Mexico
State 90 to 55 in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Jim Jennings for Murray and

DEAR ABBY: I arn serving on a
pastor search, committee for my
church and have given the job a lot
of thought and prayer. A church
friend told me that a few years ago
you had a wonderful letter in your
column concerning the search for a
new pastor. If you know which letter I am referring to, will you kindly
run it again? I read and enjoy you
daily in The Arizona Republic.
J.C. HUMBLE,
GLENDALE,ARIZ.

DEAR MR. HUMBLE:I recall
the letter. It was submitted by

the Rev. C.W. Kirkpatrick,
Union Church of (hrist, Ludlow, Mass. And here it is:
DEAR ABBY: One of the toughest tasks a church faces is choosing
a good minister. A member of an
official board undergoing this
painful process finally lost patience.
He'd watched the pastoral relations
committee reject applicant after
applicant for some fault, alleged or
otherwise. It was time for a bit of
soul-searching on the part of the
committee. So he stood up and read
a letter purporting to be from

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

pia ILA.

Lindsey for New Mexico.
Forty years ago
William Everett Hopkins, Billy
Wayne Sumner, Edrick Miller
Owen, Prentice Earl Tucker, Don
Thomas White, Charles Henry
Tidwell, Thomas Lewis Walton,
Robert Brelsford and Billy Garland were inducted into the Army
in the November draft call by
Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service. They are now at Fort
George Meade, Md.
A feature story on the Christmas Exhibit and Display by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club on Dec. 5 and 6 is

published. The story was written
by Jo C. Williams, Ledger &
Times Staff Writer.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech
92 to 82 in a basketball game.
Garrett Beshcar was high scorer
for Murray.

Dear Abby
another applicant.
"Gentlemen: Understanding
your pulpit is vacant, I should like
to apply for the position. I have
many qualifications. I've been a
preacher with much success and
also have had some success as a
writer. Some say I'm a good organizer. I've been a leader most places
I've been.
"I'm over 50 years of age. I have
never preached in one place for
more than three years. In some
,
places, I have left town after rnj
work caused riots and disturbances.
I must admit I have been in jail

Daily Comict,
By GARY LARSON

GEE,YOU'RE MUCH MORE
STRICT Ti-4.4N ".1.6wOOID
----- •

ON-'1 NEED IT
r-.01:2 ArEW MINUTES

I CAN I*
: ENORROis
HERB
DAGWOOOS 'r
(Na"
CORDLES6)
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three or four times, but not because
of any real wrongdoing.
"My health is not too good,
though I still get a great deal done.
The churches I have preached in
have been small, though located in
several large cities.
"I've not gotten along well with
religious leaders in towns where I
have preached. In fact, some have
threatened me and even attacked
me physically. I am not too good at
keeping records. I have been known
to forget whom I baptized.
"However, if you can use me. I
shall do my best for you."
The board member looked over
the committee. "Well, what do you
think? Shall we call him?"
The good church folks were
aghast. Call an unhealthy, troublemaking, absentminded ex-jailbird?
Was the board member crazy? Who
signed the application? Who has
such colossal nerve?
The board member eyed them all
keenly before he answered, "It's
signed,'the Apostle Paul.'"

•

•

a a- it

II

DEAR ABBY: I can't understand
the nerve of couples who have been
living together openly for two or
three years, then decide they would
like to have a church wedding with
white wedding gown and veil,
bridesmaids, flower girl, ring-bearer
— the works. And let's not forget
the groom in a set of rented tails
and his best man and ushers all in
tuxedos.
If they want to legalize their
relationship after having lived in
sin for several years, it's OK by me,
but it seems ridiculous to play the
role of the blushing bride and Sir
Galahad. What hypocrisy!
If they had any class. they would
get married in the company of her
folks, his folks, her best friend, his
best friend and a minister or a justice of the peace.

CALVIN and HOBBES

KIND OF RISKY,
DOW IOU WINK
_

DE.4212 SON f4,
This 1E4g, 1. doat
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Just w4Nt LOVE co44
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SANE IN COLORADO

CATHY
WHAT SHOULD I WEAR ?
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO WEAR?
wHAT DO YOU THINK EVERYONE
ELSE IS GOING TO WEAR?

—NE
SHOULD I TAKE 5001Eoi
ARE YOU TAKING SOMEONE ?
SHOULD WE GO TOGETHER ?
SHOULD WE GO TOGETHER )
BUT TAKE SEPARATE CARS?
WHAT TIME SHOULO WE GO?
SHOULD I BRING A GIFT?
ARE YOU BRINGING A GIFT ?
WHO'S GOING TO BE THERE ?
WHAT SHOULD I WEAR ?

Qt

Dr. Got&
THE HOLIDAY
PARTY THREE
WEEKS Of
MENTAL AND •
PINSICAL
PREPARATION,
CULMINATING
IN ONE GLORIOUS MOMENT..,

By Peter

"Sheriff! Ben Wiggins is ridin' into town,
and he's wearin' that same little chiffon number
that he wore when he shot Jake Sutton!"

Crosswords
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD

r

POOR
LON

AND THE DOORS
AND WINDOWS

OUTSIDE...
WITH NO
UMBRELLA...

ALL LOCKE 12
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1 Card game
4 Buffalo
9 Possessed
12 Anglo-Saxon
money
13 Join
14 Anger
15 Pertaining
to birth
17 Fencing
maneuver
19 Capri or
Wight
21 Engineers
compartment
22 Actor Gary
and family
25 Paramour
29 That thing
30 Declare
32 Actress
Turner
33 Article
35 Shoulder
wrap
37 Hit lightly

0

7

2

1

1

12
15
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PEANUTS

DID BEENOVEN
EVER PLAY
"JINGLE BELLS'?

23

29

NE PROBABLY TWOUGHT
NE WAS TOO 600D TO
PLAY "JINGLE BELLS"

IF r PAP BEEN
THERE I uJOuLD
HAVE SAIR''PEY
LUDWI6, PLAY
'JINGLE BELLS'!"

33
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57
61
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insignia
10 Skill
11 River in
1 Emerged
Scotland
victorious
16 Vipers
2 Macaw
18 Old Greek
3 Proportion
coin
4 Washington
20 Muse of
poetry
22 Quoted
10 11
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
23 Additional
24 Halts
14
13
UU 26 Large tub
27 Related on
17
16
mothers side
1UI
28 Swift
21
19
20
31 Choose
UU
34 Guido s high
25
24
note
MEM 36 A wearing
away
32
31
30
UI
39 Type of meet
41 Winglike
37
36
34
44 Mixes
35•UU
46 Arrange in
42
41
40
folds
ill
48 Jog
48
41
50 TV's Morrow
45U1U
51 female sheep
49
47
52 Deposit
53 Netherlands
ill
54
52
commune
55 Rocky hill
60
11111
56 Greek letter
50
56
59 Teutonic
deity

DOWN

5 At home
6 Title of
respect
7 Auricular
8 Country in
Asia
9 Towel

U.

3a

ill Si

4

38 Morays
40 Musical
drama
42 Agave plant
43 Attracts
45 Chastised
47 Siamese
currency
49 Former
Russian ruler
50 Breathe
54 Angry
57 Be in debt
58 Cowboy
competition
60 Vessel
61 Wager
62 Radios
Howard 63 Period of
time

•
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S

UUU
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H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT My daughter-inlaw has suffered from spasmodic torticollis for two years. Botulism-toxin
shots relieve the pain for a short while
and she remains on medication for
pain control as well What would you
prescribe for control')
DEAR READER Torticollis (wry
neck) causes spasm and pain of the
neck muscles The condition can be a
real problem if it is severe and ,or
chronic.
I believe that the combination of
physical therapy (massage, heat, ultrasound treatment, gentle exercises,
and so forth) and a prescription muscle relaxant might benefit your
daughter-in-law. Ask her doctor about
this. Also. I've read of cases that were
helped by hypnosis and biofeedback.
DEAR DR. GOTT In your column
concerning microfauna. I really must
call your attention to the fact that
"fauna- is animal, "flora- is plant
Bacteria are plants If it truly were
"fauna." the organism would almost
certainly be a parasite and I know of
no beneficial parasite
DEAR READER To the average
practicing doctor, bacteria are not
"flora" or "fauna-. they're little critters, invisible to the naked eye, that
cause illness, provide unpredictable
medical challenges and enable huge
drug companies to enjoy enormous
profits from the sale of antibiotics.
DEAR DR. GOTT • I have osteoarthritis and have already had both
knees replaced at 53. My main problem is my muscles, not my joints. Every muscle in my body is sore. I take
Relafen twice daily that dulls the
pain, but does nothing for the soreness Does my soreness go along with
the osteoarthritis, or do I have another problem?
DEAR READER I suspect you
have another problem,such as a rheumatic disease Maybe someone
missed a diagnosis somewhere along
the way In my opinion, you need a
truckload of blood tests to pin down a
diagnosis
Return to your family doctor If he
remains puzzled, ask for a referral to
an internist or a rheumatologist
You're quite young to have required

pint replacement for osteoarthritis.
also, this common, age-related disor-

der does not typically affect the muscles directly. I think that in your case.
something else is going on.

1
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Former church
organist receives
14 year sentence

U bit.1.1 ar it.

James Coy

William Edward Peery
band, Donnie, all of RL I, Murray; eight grandchildren, Allison
McIntosh and husband, Mike,
Jennifer Taylor, Steven Taylor.
Andrea Nesbitt, Mitchell Nesbitt.
Casey Nesbitt, Daphne Turner
and Monica Turner.
The funeral is 2 p.m. Wednesday at the Westfork Baptist
Church. The Rev. Lawson Williamson is officiating. Bunal will
follow in Salem Cemetery.

William Edward Peery. 73, Rt.
1 Box 120 Murray, died Monday
at 8 a.m. at his home.
He was a dairyman and a veteran of World War II.
Born Dec. 21. 1918 in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late Walter and Ethel Hicks
Peery.
Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Mildred Hendrick and Martha M. Dowdy.
Survivors- include his wife
Louise Manning Peery; three
daughters, Janice Taylor and husband, Bob. Sparta. III., Phylis
Nesbitt and Joan Turner and hus-

In charge of arrangements is
Miller Funeral Home, Murray.
where friends may call after 4
p.m. today.
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Basil Lee (Red) Jones

(J.c.) Page
James Coy (J.C.) Page, 75, RL
I. Mayfield. died Saturday at 10
a.m. at his home.
A retired employee of Merit
Clothing Company, Mayfield. he
was a member and deacon of
Sharon Baptist Church, an Army
veteran of World War II, and a
member of Disabled American
Veterans.
Born March 12, 1917, in
Graves County, he was the son of
the late Frank Page and Eula
Chapman Page. Five sisters and
one brother also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Mary Page; one daughter.
Mrs. Zane Stinnett, Paducah:
three sons, Jim Page, Farina, III.,
Richard Page, Bartlett. Tenn., and
Eddie Page, Sedalia; two sisters,
Mrs. Marion Davis, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Elsie Mooney, Trimble,
Tenn.; one brother, Frank Page,
Murray; 11 grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Willard Davis, the Rev. Wallace
Vaughan, the Rev. Clois Bruce
and the Rev. Jack Studie
officiated.
Pallbearers were Dale Page.
Eddie Page Jr., Craig Page, John
Page. John Vaultonburg, Robert
Beilkey, David Harrison, Chris
Owen and Darrell Hall.
Burial followed in Sharon Baptist Church Cemetery.

Division of Tappan Company. he
was a member of Dexter Baptist
Church.
Born Feb. 18. 1925. in Marshall County, he was the son of
the late Harvy Jones and Attie
Henson Jones. One grandson.
Bobby Kline, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include one daughtMarket
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Turkey & Dressing - Baked Ham Fish - Large Selection of vegetables Salad Bar - Desserts
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FOR CHRISTMAS!
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. a CANNY

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
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Throughout The Store!

Great Shirts For Jeans!
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#BN17R $1049
McKenzie White Cap Oak

Union Bay Sportswear

25%

aBN2OR $1 299

Sandstone Birch
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Mushroom Hickory

Paneling
Nails

44

SAVE up to Mr

English Chestnut
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#BN7R $

Peadmont Cherry

890
3 oz Box

Rugby Tops & Sweatshirts
$2500
Starting at
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s_2450 Ea.
$
Sportshirt

#BN9R $1079
Porter
Interior

Mr. & Mrs. Johnny Cahoon
121 S.
at Old Saint Rd

Purchsee Tickets From:
Santa, Attic. Kappa Members or at the door, day cd tour
Cost $5.00
an
Proceeds &met Calloway County Clutpter Americ
Red C_rose AIDS Education

753-2617

HOG MARKET

Mr. & Mrs. Tom Yates
Mr & Mrs. Tripp Furchss
Box 1012 Robinwood Dr.
Hwy 94 West
Misty Mendows Subdivision
I miles horn Murray
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Puts

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

December 13th 1-4 p.m.

Mr la Mrs Harry Allison
121 S Lynnwood Eat
2 miles from Murray
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Murray Woman's Club Kappa Department
Presents

$6.95

of Health & Life Insurance
•I have a variety ofcoverage in all types
price for each
•I have a variety of prices 'I can fit the coverage and

BERKELEY, Mo.(AP) —Gas
from a leaky furnace killed a couple and their teen-age son and
left two others in critical
condition.
A buildup of deadly carbon
monoxide fumes started sometime during the night Sunday
after a pipe on the family's aging
furnace became disconnected,
police said.
Police said the victims were a
46-year-old man and 43-year-old
woman and their 18-year-old son.
Their 10-year -old son and
20-year-old daughter were in critical condition.

v
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Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
"Free help in filing Claims
for My clients"

Carbon monoxide
fumes kills several
family members
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MINEOLA. N.Y. (AP) — A
former church organist who confessed to stealing from dozens of
Long Island churches and synagogues and is suspected of burglarizing hundreds more was sentenced to up to 14 years in prison
for two break-ins.
Oather J. Blocker III pleaded
guilty last October to two counts
of burglary stemming from the
February 1991 break-ins at two
Woodbury churches.
Judge Marvin Goodman sentenced him Monday to 41,4 to 14
years in prison, the maximum
penalty.
"You have caused devastation
to the religious communities in
our county," Goodman told
Blocker, who grinned at the
judge.
Blocker, 46, had confessed to
breaking into about 40 churches
and synagogues in Nassau County. where he stole hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of
religious artifacts. Many of the
items were gold and silver antiques that Blocker took to smelters in exchange for cash.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Save $4.00 Gal.

CORN AUSTIN®
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A Special Section of the Murray Ledger & Times
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CONTEST RULES
0

0

L Children ages 3-10 are eligible.
2. Completed picture with name,parents name and phone number should
be turned in to the business who sponsored the page the child has chosen
to color by Thursday, December 17, 1992.
and
3. Contestants will be judged on coloring skills, color combinations
originality.
4. A panel of impartial judges will decide the top two winners in each
category. The three categories are ages 3-4, 5-6-7, 8-9-10. The decisions
will be final.
each
5.First place winners in each category will receive $10;second prize in
age group will receive $5.
6. Contestants may submit one entry per business.

Tuesday,
December 8, 1992
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—Carry Out Only
753-6666

Dixieland Center, Murray

Present this page for your
FREE 10" cheese pizza with your
next pizza purchase at regular price.
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* Hallmark Greetings
Boxed Christmas Cards
Wraps and Bows
* Giftware
* Dickens Village Collection
* And much more!
Chestnut Hills

BOOK*CARD

ADMOR

"We have a gift for eyekyog on your list "
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Shoney Bear's
Choice Contest
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December 17th
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Bring In This
Coloring Page
and Receive
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For The Price of 1
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753-HOME

753-7670

Sunday
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•24 Hour
Drop-Off Box
Available

Over 5,000 Movies In Stock!
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(Nintendo)
Games In Stock

We Have The Best Selection
of Super Nintendos in Town
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'Choice of Proofs *Christmas or Plain Background

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
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753-8809

Harry Allison
Lance Allison
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MURRAY LEDGER & TlIAES

MURRAY
HOME
&
AUTO

-01444titi,

Chestnut Street
753-2571 or 753-4110
Open Monday-Friday
7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday
7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday
1 pm - 5 pm

4,77.74-

Come See Our
Selection of ...

re‘k

• Toys
• Christmas Trees
• Housewares
• Bearcat° Scanners
• Hoover. Vacuums
• Electric or Gas
Blowers or Trimmers
• Knives
• Chainsaws
• Much More!

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1992
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
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HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

From Our Families To Yours

Chrysler•Plymouth-Dodge•Jeep•Eagle

Cain's°
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